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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
Volume

ROY,

XVIL.

ELECTION PROCLAMATION
SCHOOL BOND ELECTION
FRIDAY, MAY 28 192

County Agent
Mora County has a real, live Agricultural Agent at last in the person
of Mr. Louis H. Kronig, of Watrous,
who was appointed by the County Com
missioners recently at, the behest of
the State College and Govt, insistence.
Mr. Kronig is a New Mexico boy,
was born and reared at Watrous and
his father and uncle own much of the
fine irrigated land there and those big
hay fields and barns that you see
when driving thru there. The
acknowledges a pleasant call from our
new Agt. Monday morning in company with Mr. J. V. Hepler, Asat,
County Agent Leader for the state.
They both see that this end of the
' county presents a great field for modern farm expert usefulness and are
anxious that his headquarters shall
be established at Wagon Mound so
that he can get to all the county more
readily. He also promises to work on
the powers to get the road to the
Red River Bridge so it can be reached
and crossed with autos.
We are glad to welcome this trained going enthusiast to our midst
and' are expecting great things of him
in this new capacity. ,
S--

The Freeman Bros, traded their
town property in Roy for a Ford
Truck at the Beck Motor Co. garage
last week. They find they must have
"

a truck to market their wheat with
this summer and can get another town
residence when they need it.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,

Mrs. Bowen, of Colorado Springs,
Colorado, arrived last week for a visit with l.er son, Lieut. Bowen and
wife. It's plain she is popular with
these youngsters and she didn't seem
sorry to get here herself.
Mrs. Sol Floersheim has decided to
live in Roy this summer. Her hralth
does not permit of the active ranch
life and the 6on3 are now running the
N

Mrs. F. H. Foster left Saturday
for a visit with her son in South Dakota and with friends in Iowa. She
expects to be gone for some time and
have a great visit. Meanwhile the
Judee and Johnny will have to rustle
their own meals and make the best
. of batching it.
on good authority that we
had better look out when the Brass
Collars of the E. P. & S. W. come up
line again. We can't ..elp it if Supt.
Becth 3 the biggest thing we can see.
When his car is along he looks like
a whole railroad to us.
We get

i

it

V.

a. roster,

R. A. Pendleton,

Alearlo Griego.

And the following persons have been
duly appointed by the mayor of the
Village of Roy, as clerks of election!
R. U. Urunig,
Ray Carr.
The polls for said election will be
hpld at F. H. Foster's office in said
Village of iloy and will be open from
nine o'clock a. m. until six o ciock p. m.
of said 28th day of May, 1920.
The ballots used at said election will
be supplied by the Village Clerk to
the judges of said election and by

them furnished to the voters.
At Raid election all men and women
of said municipal school district, who
are qualified electors therein, will be
'
normitted to vote.
In Witness Whereof, the mayor of
the Village of Roy has caused this
proclamation . to bemmgiven andA publish- t sin
ed this 30th day oi April,
, ,
F. S. BROWN,
Mayor of the Village of Roy.
.,
Attest:
Frank L. Schultz, Village Clerk.
(Seal)

iu.

Mr. R. A. Pendleton and her
.laughter. Mrs. Chas. Veatherill, will
next Sunday for an extended
Dr. L. T. Jackson and vife left in
Mistheir old home in Kentucky,
at
visit
Maiden,
week
for
their Ford this
souri where they plan to locate. Many
NOTICE.
"friends they have made here regret,
taxpayers
in Mora County, N
all
To
success
wish
them
leaving
but
their
of taxes for the
half
second
M.
The
in their new home.
vf.nr 1919. becomes due during the
month of Mav. 1920, and delinquent on
Beggars In India.
the 1st day of June, 1920, after which
Iiulln luis tli1 most beggars of cay date property will be advertised for
country In the world.
sale if taxes are unpaid.
FRED S. BROWN,
GTJTIIAÍAN - LOIIMEIER
Treasurer and Collector, Mora
Miss Freda Guthman and Mr. Harry
H. Lohmeier, of Optimo, N. M., were
married last Tuesday, May 4th but

County, New Mexico.
By Philip N. Sanchez.

Daputy.

v"

The date of the School Bond Election
0(,PSRH Hlv financed from May 21
thev stubbornly refused us any fur- - ,
ther news save that tney weie on meir
jjay 28th because of an error in pub-wa- y
to Optimo where they will reside jisning
notiee iast week. The date
on hia ranch and they arranged to got by the proof reader f or May 14
come regularly to them i tca(J of May 2i ag intended and, to n
the
!sure no technicalities in selling the
future.
We have not met the lucky groom bond3 tne week's delay was necessary,
before but he looks like a mighty good Mcanwnile the School Board is getting
sort and he sure is a lucky cuss in,a ot of detailed information on the
Subject of bonds and buildings which
this marriage lottery.
Here's the, best of good wishes far will
a i0t when the work of
future in double harness.
and building Í3 started.
in-i-

S--

Ln(rjp

seventy-eigyears reliable and faithful
service has been rendered the Farmers of
the nation by machinery bearing the name of

jpor

ht

County,

May

Saturday..

New Mexico.
-

The Eighth

1920,

15,

grade class

OF THE

YOU TO THE EXERCISES OF

INVITES

Commencement
ON THE EVtNlNG OF
THURSDAY.
At

MAY

THE THIRTEENTH

10HT

OICLOCK

'V,

BAPTIST CHURCH.
Ror, Ntw

Mexico

PROGRAM
Invocation:

Irene Nowlin

Salutation:,

Cornell Judy
Reginold .Gunn

Histort

Music:

Edith Wads

Music t

Josepmnb Scott

Valedictory:

Irene Nowlix

Music:

Male:

VILLAGE OF ROY," NEW MEXICO
GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
MARCH

Assets

CAS

The organization back of this machinery and
the service that is expected- - are facts to be
seriously considered by the purchaser

23,

Total Expenditures
$15,207.92
Balance n First National
Bank Santa Fe, N. M. 30,473.29
ReconcPiation with bank
$34,125.49 Balance in Bank as per
150.00
certificate
30,923.29
Outstanding check E. M.
495.81
Bagwell
450.00

1920

'

Cash in Banks

Jail Lots

2

Jail

Quartette

..

Building and

Furniture '.
Cemetery Grounds
Well Site 3 lots
Well, not completed

-

164.00
R. Lopez
Pbksbntation of diplomas:
375.00
Balance in Bank
3,664.13
2,666.95 Amount shown in TreasWell Drill
..
3,650.00
Benediction:
urer's Account
$30,473.29
.
Well Casing
2,757.93
(NOTE It appears that no inter-est has been paid on this deposit since
Liabilities
October, 1910.
CLASS ROLL
Investment
$44,345,18
The above report is published that
VILLAGE OF ROY, NEW MEXICO
Bonnie Mae Hebndon
Amy Irene Nowlin
of Roy
Detailed Statement of Receipts and the citizens and
n
ma' be fully informed in the business
21,
November
Disbursements
Fked Baker
Cornell Beatrice Judy
affairs 'óf the village and know their
1916, to March 22, 1920
'
Fern White
Hazel
financial standing.
Wade
Edith Pauline
Receipts
This audit 13 from the time the vil
Occupation
Tax
....$3764.25
Virgil Connor Plumlek
Cecil Marie Mackey
16.50, $3,747.751 lage was incorporated up to date here-- ,
Less Refunds
Pearl Marie Strawn "
49.00 in shown.
Dog Licenses
John Reginold Gunn
It has been the aim of the admin
60.50
Court....
Fines
Justice
from
J-'to work for the best inter
istration
Pound
50.25
Fees
Class Colors:
4,575.00 ests of the town and that aim contin
Tax Levies
Purple and Gold
75.00 ues to be the ambition oí the present
Cemetery Lots
33.50 administra iion.
Building Permits
The Village Trustees meet regularly
Village Funds, various
Class Flowers: ,'
119.25 with the Mayor at his office the first
sources
Lavender and Cream Asters
800.74 Monda"' evening of each month and
Water Refunds
25.36 all citizens are invited and urged to
Interest on Deposits
Motto:
6.40 attend these meetings, seo and hear
Coal for. School
1,500 00 what in being done and assistl with
Otis & Co., Deposit
"With the ropes of the past we'll
15.39 with suggestions in the conduct of the
Source not Accounted for
ring the bells of the future"
$11,058.14 .ffairs of the Village.
Total Receipts
Disbursements- F. S. BROWN, Mayor.
10.00
. Election,
..,;jBohanon the Barber has moved
Medical Services and Care
DETAILED STATEMENT OF
66.36
Smallpox
his shop from the Lucero build
''SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 33
1,360.40 October 10, 1917 to March 22, 1920
ing to the Foster Blodk where he Salary of Marshal .:.
267.50 Receipts-P- oll
of
Clerk
Salary
The School plays advertised will attend the tonsorial wants of Salary of Treasurer
260.00
Tuesday
Supplies, Postage, Tele
last week were put on
his clientele in future.
$ 161.00
Taxes Zz
34.07
phone and Tel.
Tax Levie3 and Apportionand Wednesday evenings at the
rr--r
.13
45.00
Office Rent
17,403.35
ments
The carload of Case Tractors
Roberts and Olver Lumber Shed
Premium on Treasurer's
10.00
and filled the big shed to its full- for the Russel Co. arrived Mon
Bond
$17,564.35
Total Receipts
2.50 Expenditures
'
of
Copy
Ordinance
day
and
soon,
will
be
capacity.
work
at
in
est
323.70
Legal Services
$14,626.35
Teachers' Wage,3
The Eighth Graders got into their new homes.
149.21
Printing Ordinances, etu.
966.25
Janitor's Wages
farce-comed- y
ttíe spirit of their funny
164.00
Cemetery Ground
Supplies .... 338.27
Miscellaneous
11.20
Albert Branch, the popular Furniture
Labor on Giounds and Cisand put it across in good
447.54
on
Streets
55.69
Work
tern
salesman
got
little
at
the
Floersheim
store Work on Well and Tank
form. The audience
Improvements on Building 400.00
382.19
and Re;. jjrs
chance to straighten their faces, is spending the week in El Paso.
Miscellaneous Repairs ........ 155.27
49.00
Sale
Bond
Advertising
40.12
!..
Insurance
youngthe
and
laughs,
between
33.29
11.83
Express on Bondi
Express ........
and
Freight
1,353.38
24.50
sters demonstrated considerable AUDITOR'S REPORT VILLAGE
Interest on Bonds
Printing programs, etc
OF ROY. NEW MEXICO
28.19
609.29
interest on Warrants
talent as well as training. Their November 21, 1916 to March 22, 1920 Freight
Water,
490.55
Well,
New
lit.,
Fuel Coal and Wood
trainand
Hanna,
Miss
Inclusive
teacher,
118.65
57.82
and Merchandise
Water
50.00
Miss Walker, Bonus and
Library
ers. Kev. Hearn and Prof. Gra
Santa Fe, N. M.. March 29. 1920
75.00
Restaurant
O. W. Hern, Salary as
ham are to be commended, as Mr. F. S. Brown. Mavor.
25.00
100.00
Christmas Tree
Treasurer
Village of Roy,. Nr M.
well as the pupils.
25.00
20.00
"Harvest Festival
R. Lopez, falary as Clerk
'
Sir:
WU t Taking Census
Feeding Prisoners
6.00
The High School play was
In response to your request for an
815
8.80
Commission on Poll Tax....
perhaps rather heavy for juven- audit of the books of the Village of Fuel
9.C
Expense of Pound
Vaccination of School ChilThe more mature Koy, zsew Mexico, together with the Jail and Furniture
ile talent.
605.81
107.25
dren
records of School
No. 33,
2.72
35.00
Interest on Warrant
Abstract
characters were good, but it was from the time of the District
incorporation of
5.0C
4.85
x
account of error....
Sign for School
difficult to fill the places of the village in 1916 to and including Refund
Mr. Radcliff, Expense Las
Refund account over deposit 13.7f
grown people with as small child- March 22, 1920, the audit has been
16.98
Vegas
Return to Otis & Co., De- made and the report is herewith sub
grad1.500.0C
posit
10th
Transfer to Village, Error
the
of
ren as some
mitted consisting of
$7,394.01
90.32
in Dep
Total Expenditures
Still it was well done and 1. General Balance Sheet.
ers.29.37
for .... 11,046.21
Expenses .'.
.
accounted
Christmas
Total
S3.594.1L
they had the audience wieh them. 2. Detailed statement of Receipts and
Tn General Fund
Jjisbursenients pf the Village
70.00
In Cemetery Fund
(Continued on page 8 )
Prof. Graham did the "heavy 3.
j

tax-paye- rs

.

-

School Plays

mim

---

-

stuff like a professional and Miss
Lucille Purcell as leading lady,
lived the part. Miss Ruth Depeu,
Genevieve Brown, Ruby Everett
added a lot to the attraction and
talent of the play and the boys
what they
made up in make-ulacked in stature.
The people of the district turned
e
form
in
out
tempoof
the
best
the
made
and
rary aubitorium in the Roberts &
Olver lumber shed. It was suggested that it was all right this
time but to be without an auditorium next year wouldnt be Roy
not a Roy to be proud of at least
Graduation Thursday night. Returns next week.

Detailed Statement of Receipts
and Disbursements of the-- Water

r uiiu.J
TA.

...

I1-"

Detailed Statement of Receipt3
andDisbursements of School Fund
5. List
of Outstanding Warrants
against Ihe School District
The audit has been unusually tedious as no record of any kind has
p
ben kept for either the village or the
school district and the whole process
h3 been one of "digging" fromi the
beginning to the end. No attempt
has been made even to open ookü
of account for any ef these funds of
which wight have been derived from
fines in Justice of the Peace Court.
There is an apparent shortage of
$22.42 in the school fund, but as large
amounts of interest on unpaid warrants held by the bank were charged
against the account by the bank without, warrant or check, and as all of
these charge slips could not be found,
it has beeen deemed proper to credit
this amount as payment on interest
and it has been so included.
After completing the audit book3
Miss Inez Cate is at home on were opened for the village and school
and some time given to instruc
her claim ai Solano after spend- funds
tion in the proper methods of ?:seping
ing the winter in Athens. Ten- them.
It is recommended that the treasurnessee.
er give receipts for all money received
by him from whatever source; his reProf. John Wyre is back from ceipts
should be numbered consecOkla. and Kansas.
utively and he should retain a dupli- 4.

Special !

i.

E

18

"

Music:

CtASS

Number

cate receipt or a receipt stub contain- VILLAGE OF ROY, NEW MEXICO
ing all neees3ary information to fully
DETAILED STATEMENT
determine the source of the money.
OF
Cancelled warrants and, checks should
WATER WORKS FUND
be checked with the monthly bank
March 20, 1919 to March 22, 1920
statement and these arranged in nunv
Inclusive
ericaL order for coavenience in a fu
i i
arsiíüs'is
ture audit . The Treasurer should Receipts
keep, a bank pass, book so that' bis
March 20, 1919, Sale of
receipts can be easily checked against
Bonds
......145,028.83
hi3 bank deposits. The secret of suc
Interest on Deposit
652.35
cessfully keeping the books is in mak
Total Receipts
$45,681.21
ing the 3r.tnss: promptly, when the Disbursements-"-- H.
transaction is clear and while the enO. Duerr, Engineer .... 2,200.00
tries are few in number.
W. R. Holly, Attorney .... 1,000.00
The village clerk' and the clerk of
Well Drill
3.650.00
the school board should list all warWell Casing
2.757.93
rants drawn against the treasurer in
Publication of Notice ..
51.05
Labor
numerical order m a book giving full
42.15
M. Floersheim. Clerk.
information as to the purpose of the
warrant. '
Salary
.300.00
Thanking the officers for the cour
O. W. Hern, Treasurer,
tesies extended,
Salary
45.00
Respectfully submitted,
Premium on Treasurer's
Taxpayers' Association of New
Bond
25.00
Mexico.
Interest on Bonds
2,087.54
II. F. STEPHENS,
Telephone Calls
7.30
Auditor.
Lots for Well Sifj
375.00
Drilling Expenso to date.... 2,666.95

1920
Roy Public Schools

that

pursuant to a request from the Board
Of Education of the Village of Roy,- of
the State of New Mexico, a special
bond election is hereby called in the
municipal school district composed of
the Village of Roy In the County of
Mora, State of New Mexico, the territory thereto attached for school purposes and the school district of which
said Village before incorporation was
a part, all of. which constitutes the
territory subject to the jurisdiction of
the board of education of the Village
of Roy, of the State of New Mexico,
and the same being commonly .known
as School District number thirty-thre-e
of the County of Mora, to be held on
Fridav. the 28 th day of May, 1920, at
which election there will be submit
ted to the qualified electors of said
municipal school district the following
question.
QUESTION Snail tne Doara oi
of the Village of Roy, of the
State of New Mexico, incur a bonded
indebtedness in the sum of Fifty
Thousand Dollars, the bonds to mature thirty years after issuance but
optional for redemption, at any time
after ten years, bearing interest not
exceeding six per centum per annum,
for he purpose of constructing a
school building for said district?
The followinz 'persons have been
dulv annotated' by the mayor of the
Village of Roy as judges of election:
"i

Wolcott Russel's car of Case tractors arrivedTuesday.

ranch.

Mora

en-rrias-

Saturday Only

old-tim-

"WHITE LILLY"

BRAND

REGULAR PRICE

,

HO

WHITE CHERRIES

CTS

SPECIAL 85 CENTS
8 FOR $1.00

WHITE LILLY BRAND BLACK CHERRIES,
REGULAR PRICE, HOC, SPECIAL, 85C, 8 FOR $!.

.

The Russel Company
ROY

PANAMA GRAPES,

REGULAR 25C.

QUAKER CORN FLAKES,

REG.

SPECIAL 20C.

I5C. SPCL.

IOC.

(Watch this space every week.)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

THE

IT DOESHT HURT.
Tilth fingers

I

FOREIGN.

MEVS TO DATE

LIFT CORNS OFF

Corns lift out and

costs only few cents

IH PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD.

s

-

DURING THE PAST WEEK

I
i

tain?

No, not one bit

little Freezone on
tInstantly
stops

Just drop

I

that

touchy corn,
aching, then you lift
it
that bothersome corn right off. Yes,
maple! Costs only a few cents.

Try Freezone! Your druggist sells
a tiny bottle, sufficient to rid your feet
of every hard corn, soft corn, or corn
between the toes, and calluses, without
one particle of pain, soreness or Irritation. Freezone is the mysterious
ether discovery of a Cincinnati genius.
Adv.
Action the Main Thing.
Mother Elsie, why didn't you an
swer me the first time I called?
Elsie Well, mother, I didn't 'cause
I thought I could get here as fast as
toy words. Boston Transcript

loafer Is a man who loafs andjias
bank account

A

to

Sure

Relief
6

Bell-an-s

Hot water
Sure Relief

'for indigestion

MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs ; h
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep
your vital organs healthy with

GOLD MEDAL

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.

WESTERN.
As the result of secret Investigations, four large breweries are facing
prosecution at Chicago forTiianuracfur-inand selling large quantities of beer
containing 7 or 8 per cent of alcohol.
Six persons were seriously Injured
and twelve others suffered lesser Injuries when a tornado passed through
the northern part of Eurekn, Kan. The
high school building and fifteen residences were badly damaged.
Ituth Taylor, aged 8, and Uuby
7, school girls, were struck by
lightning and killed at a school house
in the country near Dunning, Neb. The
school building was demolished, but
none of the other occupauts was ing

Mo-ge- r,

jured.
The longshoremen's union has declared a general strike along the Seattle waterfront to enforce demands that
the employers select crews from a list
prepared and displayed by the union.
The question of wages is not involved,
It was announced.
The steamship Cody, named In honor of the late "Buffalo Bill" Cody, famous scout and Indian fighter, will be
launched at Hog Island, Pa., May 31st,
according to work received at Minneapolis by Mrs. Mury Allen, dnughter
of Cody, who Is on a visit In that city.
One of the largest verdlcas ever given a railroad einployé Injured while on
duty was handed down when a Jury In
a Chicago court awarded Joseph E.
Bush, a switchman for the Pennsyl-

vania railroad, $28,800 for a permanent Injury to his left foot, which was
crushed between two enrs.
Thomas Morris, 120 years old, Is
dead at the home of Charles Mitten,
ranchman, eight miles northeast of
Ansley, Neb. He was born In Berren,
North Wales, January 15, 1794. The
aged man never married and followed
the profession of a cobbler for 100
years. He came to this country In
1871, locating at Streator, III., and
moved to Custer county, Nebraska, in
1SSG.

States District Attorney
Burklinrt of New Mexico has announced that .as a result of a conference with wholesale sugar dealers of
the state, the dealers had. agreed to
sell sugar at a máximum profit of one
f
and
cents per 'pound and to
make no sales of present stocks at replacement values. Present stocks will
be offered at $14.50 per hundred,
whereas $19.25 has been charged. He
said there would be no prosecutions ta
Urn state as long as the agreement was
not violated.
United

SPANISH-AMERICA-

.'

Serious disorders In various parts of
the country, with the killing of some
persons in clashes between the polic
and demonstrators have been reported
Dy the Ulornal D'ltalla In Home.
MnJ. Gen. Chase V. Kennedy, coin
mander of the Fannma canal depart
mem ui i uimiim, nas raisea the restrictions prohibiting American officers
and men mingling with ranamao offi
cials of tha republic.
The emperor of Japan, whose Illness
recently necessitated a visit to the win
ter palace at Hayama, has returned to
Tokio, according to a Tokio cable to
the Nlppu JIJI, Japanese vernacular
newspaper at Honolulu.
,
Germany's presidential election probably will be held late In August, according to a Berlin dispatch to the
Exchange Telegraph Company.
The
Deutsche Zeitunc Is nnntoit na
f 'resident Ebert will not seek
tiont
Dr. rasticcl, a noted Italian chemist, has discovered a method of cheap
iy producing liquid hydrogen.
It may
be used in driving automobiles, one
gallon being sufficient for 250 miles,
It also may be utilized In rallwav lo
comotives and in the engines of ocean
steamers, he declares.
It Is
announced from
Warsaw that a man nnmed Posrednlc- ke, who Is declared to have been one
of the group which assassinated for
mer Emperor Nicholas, was taken from
Jail and handed over to the Bolshevikl,
wlio took him to the Red front. There
he was shot for high treason..
Two men were killed- - and nine
wounded in a conflict between civil
ians and milltnry at the railway sta
tlon at Praga, o suburb "of Warsaw,
where troops from Posen were entrain
lng for the front. According to the
military, authorities the conflict arose
between some of the soldiers and
group of Jews.
Canadian farmers will get not less
than 40 cents a bushel on the partici
pation certificates Issued, by the Can
ndian wheat board on wheat sold
through that agency, according to an
nouncemcnt by James Stewart, chair
man of the board. This, with the $2.11
a bushel already guaranteed, will
bring the price to $2.55.
The total cost of the world war In
lives has reached the appalling figure
of 35,380,000, according Jo final estimates made by the Copenhagen Socl
ety for the Study of the Consequences
of the AVar made public. These figures
were reached after nn exhaustive study
of the decrease In the birth rates of
the countries Involved, as well as in
crease in deaths from causes directly
attributed to the war. Actual military
deaths in killed totaled 9,829,000, ac
cording to the report Each nation In
volved lost the equivalent of 8.8 per
cent of Its population from all causes.
Each nation's actual killed equaled 2.1
per cent of Its population. Serbia was
the heaviest sufferer of all the belligerents., She lost 35 per cent of, her
total population, while her actual killed
equaled 14.8 per cent
i

GENERAL.
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whether the warships had deserted the
Carranza cause.
President Carranza was said to be
in hiding in Vera Cruz and a dragnet MORALE
AIDED
BY
MUSIC COULDN'T FORGET THE GREEN
was reported to have been thrown out
by the revolutionists to prevent his Fact Brought Out by the War Bound Mrs. Flannigan's Neat Expression of
escape if possible.
to Have Great Effect on Future
Loyalty to Her Native and Her
Washington.
Four destroyers have
left Key West for Tumpico, Mexico,
the Navy Department announced. The
remaining two destroyers of the six
sent south from New York last week
will also proceed to Tampico as soon
as minor repairs are completed.
The department made no explanation of its decision to rush ships to
Mexican waters. Those en route are
the Isliervvood, Putnam, Dale and Case.
The Reld and Flusser are at Key
West.
It was Indicated that the tender
Black Hawk, with Captain Long, senior officer of the flotilla aboard, also
would proceed to Tampico.
Official confirmation of the occupation of Mexico City by rebel forces has
been received by the State Department from the American embassy.
There was no disorder and no foreigners were interfered with, the message said.
Advices to headquarters here of Sonora revolutionists say Neuva Laiedo
surrendered after a fight In which

lorK.--unre-
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Ti2ht
Kept
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for some time. The gunboats, however,
did not fire on the city, It was said.
The reports did not make clear

r.

20.

Sealed

front and then withdrew to the
skirts because of the presence in the
harbor of the twoMexican gunboats.
Later the rebels again entered the
city and began occupying strategic
points, according to the advices. Firing was said to have been general
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appetite and digestion.
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a delicious

aid to the teeth, fcresth,

soldiers, went over to the
revolutionists, according to apparently
reliable, but unofficial, advices received here. Revolutionary troops, believed to be part of the forces of Gen.
Pablo Gonzales, entered Vera Cruz
twice before the federals withdrew
their allegiance from the Carranza
government, the advices said. F'rst
they penetrated almost to the water
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digestion.

Galveston, Texas. The federal garrison ut Vera Cruz, consisting of
500

t

come from good

El Taso, Texas, May 10. Gen. Francisco Murgula Carranza, military commander at Mexico City, before leaving
the capital, which now la in complete
possession of revolutionary forces, carried out a wholesale slaughter of political prisoners at Santiago, the military'
prison, according to a bulletin Issued
at revolutionary headquarters here.
Fifteen Mexican generals were among
those reported slaughtered.
There were no details of the occupation. The report that President Carranza had been arrested at Esperanza,
state of Vera Cruz, while fleeing from
the capital city to Vera Cruz, remained
unconfirmed. ,A version of the report
said his capture hud been effected by
Gen. Guadalupe Sanchez.
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The Barbers' Supply Dealers' Asso
elation of America, with headquarters
in New York nnd branches throughout
the United States, prosecuted under
act, has been
the Sherman anti-truThs world's standard rttnady for kidney
ordered dissolved by Federal Judge
bladder
and
uric
add troubles
lift,
Augustus N. Hand.
inca 1696; comets disordtrs; stimulates
organs.
druggists,
Because she could not read, Anna
All
three
mal
CUU M)J
WASHINGTON.
Lawk tat tU m
SherbetJIan, a young Armenian worn
Japan has withdrawn all objections an, at Ellia Island, tins been ordered
to tie Chinese consortium and ltas pre- - doported back to Turkey, where she
Iiarcd a communication accepting tie may face death for her escape from a
terms as agreed upon by the United harem there to come to the United
Statu, Oiwit Britain and France, tihe States to an unseen prospective bride
State Dejiartmetit has been infertned groom.
fry the American etnliassy at Tokia.
Four hundred and forty-seveIllicit
Government loans of $500,000,009 in stills were destroyed In the state of
'dliü(iu to Hie ftlOO.GOO.eoO revolving Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee dur
f und provided in the railroad law and ing tiie month of March, according to
'Seep e!L Whenever your appetite
a 2S per cent increase in freight rates wports received by the prohibition
, oegins
o iiagv or a
will be required to put the .country
cwnwnlsslon at Washington.
The seizour etemach and
ra'tlroads n their feet, railroad esecu-iive- s ures
those made by state pro there were three casualties, and the
e
hibition officers, federal revenue off! commander of the Carranza force was
Wi the Senate intea'stnte
warn you, take
eommittee,
eors and civil guardians of the law.
wounded.
CARTER'S
tirrU Liver a
The Betts bill, making It a misde
Spotaoc, íw.atíu, winking as
li
ami
the
fills
Eight Killed in Wreck.
to f nrnish false news to
city.of the country hi 1910, liad mea-notrouble rUl
a decrease of 19S In population in the newspaper lias been signed by Gov
Ore. Eight persons were
Portland,
..3
'last lieu years mid mow has 104;24 eror Smith of New York.
Injured eight
killed and thirty-eigh- t
Good for man, woman and child. For
people, the Cemsus Burean announced.
The Delaware Legislature stand ad miles south of here when two electric
our health's sake stick to this old,
tried and tree remedy.Purely vegetable,
Farm feans aggregating more than journed THitH May 17th, when suffra trains on the West Side line of the
collided
$30,009,000 have been held up by ,the: gists wüll make another attempt to Southern Pacific Company
fisuO ra-Cm- all
Dose Smaa Price
head on. Railroad officials' said dis
foroe passage of file resolution ratify
litigatknt over the validity of the
CX.G4BTEXV IBON PILLS, Nature's
kan act. It developed at the confer híg the federal nffrage constitutional regard of orders by the crew of the
treat nerve and blood tonic fot
trniu led to the disas
ence oí (ana ioaa officials at Wash- amendment in ttie lower house, Portland-bounAat la, Rkesnattoa, Nervonsness,
Friends of mffrage In the senate ob- - ter. Of those Injured It was said the
ington.
ElecjdeeiBeM and Kemale Weakness.
condition of twelve was serious.
Mm fiainwl Oompeot!, wife of the taiiaed the recess after a bitter fight
Indications
that
volcanic
eruptions
president of the American Federation
No Money for
of Labor, died at her home In Wash- were taking plaoe em Uie Island of Old
lieastrs fcur InliatiDn Vaiei ington,
A Berlin dispatch to the
London.
P. C after a Umg illness. She I'rwrlidence in the Carril lenii sea were London Times says
It seems probable
wan 09 years of age and had been mar- reported to New York by the United
question
whole
that
the
of financial
Company
steamer Calamares. A
Fruit
ried for inore tJian half a century.
message from the ship said arrangements with the Hohenzollern
wireless
Freight rate increases of 30.4 per
that volumes of white moke were ob' family will be allowed to drop, as the
cent for Eastern railroads, 30.9 for served ascending
from one of its tall Prussian assembly shows lio Inclina
tion to bring It forward again for dis
Southern roads and 23.9 for Western est peaks.
cusston.
lines, have been proposed to the InterSupreme Court Justice Lydon of
state Commerce Commission hy the
New York Issued nn order permitting
Three Dead in Fire.
Association of Ballwa Executives.
Equitable Trust Company of New
e
the
persons were
ivew
By a vote of 259 to 30 the House
15
adopted the conference report on the York to sell approximately $2,000,000 burned to death and one other proba
water power development bill. Similar worth of securities held as collateral bly will die as the result of a fire In
X
action remains to be taken by the Sen- on a loan to the Denver & Rio Grande an East Side tenement house here. The
ate before the measure, which has Railroad Company contracted some fire, the origin of which Is unknown.
been before Congress ten years, goes years ago. Both parties consented to stnrted In a hallway on the ground
floor.
to the President.
the step.
Iteress Tjps t. Water 1ml Recorder and Flow Hett
Fire losses In Manila during 1919
After forty years of congressional
Mrs. Doster Pleads Guilty.
Till record water helRhto and mcaanra th flow
discussion of the advantages of n bud were the largest in the history of the
Deming,
N. M. The case of Mrs.
rMea of Recorder $37.50. Write for PartlenUn
get system, the Senate has passed Sen- city, amounting to $10,733,000, accord
LEOPOLD
VOELPEL & COMPANY
ator MeCormlck's budget bill without ing to the annual report of the fire Maud Doster, accused of murdering
Portland, Oregon.
a roll call or a dissenting voice. The department, made puldie. The losses her common law husband, Cnpt. Wade
House has also passed a budget bill, in 1913 amounted to $0,500,000.
The Doster, United States medical corps,
THEY SPREAD
came to a dramatic end when District
large
is
increase
to
attributed
with
MeCormlck
and
it
the
bill
the
will
fact
Kill All
DISEASE
Platwi anywhere. DAISY FLY KILLER ftttracti and
that
equipment has not Judse Raymond R. Rvan accented h
now go to conference.
conIs
There
fcillff all flit.
convenient
ornflmenUd.
and
Nat. elfin.
plea of guilty to second degree murder
cheap Lasts aiiaea- - siderable difference between the two kept pace with the growth of the city.
' eon. alada or nwtsJ,
emn'ttipill ortipover;
measures,
President
Deschnnel of France has on the plea of Defense Attorney R. P.
Kill not soil or injur
any thin tT, Guarantaad.
President Wilson has signed the refused to permit Madame Deschnnel Hamilton. Judge Ryan sentenced Mrs.
DAISY
Fuller pension bill Increasing the pen to accept the $5,000 hat offered her by Doster to Serve not less than three
PLY KILLER
at your dcaiar or
sions of veterans of the Civil war and 3,000 American milliners for her In- or more than four years In the state
2B.
6 h EXPRKSS, prepaid.
HAROLD SOMEKS. m Da Kalb Aw.. Brooklyn, N. Y
widows and other dependents of
dorsement of the "four seasons for penitentiary, the smallest penalty
mtlllnprv."
.
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FOUR U. S. DESTROYERS SENT TO
VERA CRUZ FROM KEY WEST,

"
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Generations.

Adopted Land.

"Music makes
morale," and so
promptly music was enlisted In the
war. Song leaders were appointed at
all the training camps and Immediately the glory of real music was
spread before the millions of men
as a reinforcement and aid to the
Idealism which had brought them Into
the war.
From then on the soldiers had music Individually, In masses, In groups.
They made it themselves, It was made
for them by our finest artists. They
had phonographs. They had records
by the millions. The process of musical education wai swift, and the pupils were apt. Now they have returned
to ns men who know good music
as a large part of their Ufe and entertainment, have become reasonably
apt performers themselves in a great
many cases. What must this mean to
the country! It must mean that the
people as a whole are readier than
ever before to listen to it as well as
to be taught It.

Mrs. Flannlgnn for years has proudly exhibited from her front window
a row of geraniums. In pots wrapped
In bright, Irish green crepe paper,
says the Indianapolis News. But the
other day when her neighbor, whose
son was in France for several months,
pulled back her window curtain and
revealed her flower pots, decorated In
ú
red, white and blue paper, Mrs.
was visibly troubled.' She worried nnd worried. It is quite hard to
be loyal to two countries at the same
time, yet Mrs. Flannlgan desired to
be so.
Then one morning her wide Irish
smile came back to her face. And
saw In the Flannlgan front
passers-bwindow a row of flower pots brave In
red, white and blue coverings' and
every covering was tied to the pot
with a wide band of green ribbon.
J

Honey Yield Higher.
The avéragé yield of 6urplus honey
in 1919 was 50 pounds to a colony of
honey bees, as estimated bv th hn.
reau of crop estimates, United States
department of agriculture. This is considerably above average of 45 pounds
In 1918, and of 41
pounds for the
five years
The relative proportions in which the honey of the
last two years was marketed are indicated by 59 for extracted honey, 31 for
comb honey and 10 for bulk honey.
About
of the product goes to
0

1913-191-
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"outside" markets.

The plainer the womnn the longer
It takes h(r to select a becoming bon-

net
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What's In a Name?
"A printer Informed me recently
what the 'Evansville Bar association'
really Is," said Joseph H. Igleheart,
secretary of the Evansville association.
J
Mr. Igleheart recently ordered printed a number of licenses to be granted
to members of the association. When
ft cópy of the proof was shown him,'
he discovered that the words "Evansville Bar association" were In unusually large type.
v
"What do you think these licenses
are for saloonkeepers?" Inquired Igleheart of the printer.
"Why, certainly ; what else does the
word 'bar' mean?" was the printer
response. Indianapolis News.
j
"

.

No woman would ever quarrel with
man if it Tvere not for the pleasure
of making It up again.
a

i

A young .nan way be as old
feels, but Ue Is seldom as rich

as he
It. Is difficult for a young man to
as he understand what attractions his sister
has for other young men.
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CHARMING

- Mr. R&ney.

w

recommend your
Vegetable Com-ttnund and I utill tak
elf. Yon are at liberty to use my
name if you wish." Mrs. ALICE Raney,
Morse, Oklahoma.

Change of Life is one of the most
critical periods of a woman's existence.
root and herb
This good
remedy may be relied upon to overcome
the distressing symptoms which accompany it and women everywhere should
remember that there is no other remedy
known to carry women so successfully
through this trying period as Lydia E.
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound.
If you want' special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (confidential), Lynn, Mass. Your letter
will be opened, read and answered by
woman and held in strict confidence.

From All Over

J

New Mexico
and Arizona

High Cost of Materials Behooves Ma
jority to Fashion Their Own
Simple Gowns.

;

daughters-in-la-

Southwest News

I

Save on Clothing.

Mors, fílela "When
TTo
t Ukj iu jr v Hi a
n
oldLydiaE. Pinkham'a Vegetable
Com-71 pouna earned
me
through the critical
period of the Change
of Life in safety. I
amover 60 and have
raised a family of
eight children and
am in fine health.
My daughter and

FROCK
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Women Clever With Needle" Can

A Word of Help to Women
of Middle Aga From

GARDEN

SPANISH-AMERICA-

The building fever Is rapidly spread
ing all over Las Vegas, N. M., and
many new homes are now In the pro
cess of construction In thut city. Work has been started on the twelve- room school house ut Dawson, N. M
and It Is expected that the new struc
ture will be finished In time for the
fall term of school.
The First National Bank of Douglas,
Ariz., purchased a carload of registered pigs and distributed them among
the boys and girls' clubs of Cochise
county.
Mrs. Imogen La Chance was re

are several reasons for this, one
thut so far as cotton frocks were
concerned the American manufacturer
offered such smart designs at such reasonable figures that it did not pay the
average woman to cut and plan and
sew a simple cotton or gingham frock.
But like everything else, since the war,
Ithe summer frock of ordinary materi
als has increased In cost until ?25 or
$30 is now the usual figure for a gown
that a few years ago could be made by
woman clever with the needle at from
J5 to $7. And even when the services
of the dressmaker by the day were enlisted to supplement home talent the
summer frock was still inexpensive.
But a different tale Is related now
adays and while no sensible person
would recommend that an Inexperienced woman should undertake to
fashion a serge, or satin gown, there
Is no good reason why, fortified by
good patterns, one who is accustomed
to sewing cannot turn out simple cot- be-ta- g

i
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-

i

Here Is shown one of the season's
garden frocks. It Is composed of a
white silk skirt with an unusual old
gold blouse, set off by a
broad-brimme- d

white

This Is a season of neckwear.
The shops are full of lovely "sepa
rate" collars, and that, of course, Is
an indication of the style for separate bits of white and colored neckwear.
There Is, perhapsnothing new that
might be used for neckwear. Within
the last few years we have used batiste and handkerchief linen, organdie
and net, lace and crepe de chine, tulle
and embroidery.
These things are
still used, all of them, for neckwear,
It Is Just the way they are used that
makes them seasonable.
For one thing, there are batik scarfs
of silk this season. They are lovely
In color and design.
Then there are lovely waistcoats of
brocaded and embossed ribbons.
Net frills are fastened on the edge
of organdie collars and Jabots.
Fine handkerchief linen Is heavily
embroidered In satin stitch.
Sheer, cobwebby lace is used to
form Jabot ruffles, attached to high col
lars, that suggest the beruflled shirts
of the dandles of bygone days. Not exactly neckwear, but In these
days sensibly classed with It, because
It all goes to produce the right effect
at the neck finish of the bodice, "Is
the bead chain. Some new ones are
made of ribbon and beads. The ribbon forms the center port of the chain,
and at each end of the ribbon, a strip
of a yard long,
perhaps
there Is attached a chain of beads.

A Child can Follow Directions

and get Perfect Results
Each package of "Diamond Dyes"
contains directions so simple that any
woman can diamond-dy- e
a new, rich,
fadeless color Into worn, shabby garments, draperies, coverings, whether
wool, silk, Unen, cotton or mixed goods.
Buy "Diamond Dyes" no other kind
then perfect results are guaranteed
ven If you have never dyed before.
Druggist has color card. Adv.
Men have bean arrested for taking
things as they come. '

Roosters do a lot of crowing, but the
hens egg them on.

Get Back Your Health
Are you dragging ground day after
day with a dull backache?
Are you
tired, and lame morning subject to
headaches, dizzy spells, and sharp, stabbing pains. Then there's surely something wrong. Probably it's kidney
weakness! Don't wait for more serious
kidney trouble. Get back your health
and keep it. For quick relief get plenty
sleep and exercise and use Doan't
Kidney Pills. They have helped
thousands. Ask your neighiorl

Case
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two boxes cured me entirely."
Cat Doan't at Any Store, 60c a Bo
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Acid Stomach
Makes the Body Sour
Nine Out of Ten People
Suffer From It
It sends its harmful acids and gases all
over the body, instead of health and
strength. Day and night this ceaseless damage goes on. No matter how strong, its
victim cannot long withstand the health
destroying effects of an acid stomach.
Good news for millions of lufferers,
Chemists have found a sure" remedy one
that takes the acid up and curies it out
of the body; of course, when the cause is
removed, the sufferer gets well.
Bloating, indigestion, sour, acid, gassy
This is
stomach miseries all removed.
proven by over half a million ailing folks
who have taken EATONIO with wonder
ful benefits. It can be obtained from any
druggist, who will cheerfully refund its
trifling cost if not entirely satisfactory,
Everyone should enjoy its benefits. Fre
quently the first tablet gives relief

Ladies Keep Your Skin
Clear, Sweet, Healthy
With Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Talcum
SILVER CLAIMS
and up. Better grab them.
J. Btteehy, Patagonia, Aria.

1600

THE LATE NECKWEAR

Separate Collars, Scarfs, Net Frills,
Jabot Ruffles, Ribbons and
Beads in Favor. -

Tell You How

m

hat

ABOUT

"Diamond Dyes"

Llofers

Weatern Newspaper Union Newi Servio.

There is no denytne that home
Sressmaklng. at least for grown-ups- ,
la
less popular than it used to be. There

Naturally.
"Does the patient snore in his
sleep?" "I have never noticed him
snoring any other time."

For Infants and Children.

elected president of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union of Arizona in the state convention held at
Casa Grande.
After lying Idle for three years, the
San Carlos bridge, spanning the Gila
river below the San Carlos Indian
agency, near Miami, Ariz., has been
opened to traffic.
The W. W. Cox Company, which is
putting down a deep test well near
Las Cruces, N. M., Is now negotiating
with several large drilling companies
to complete the well, .and expects to
have the drill running again in the
next, sixty days.
The possibility that Tucson, Ariz.,
may be made a stopping point on the
route of the aerial derby around the
world Is Indicated In a letter received
by Governor Campbell from It. M.
Sterrett, general manager of the Na
tional Airline Association.
Most of the mail carriers of the
Phoenix postofflee are In favor of
changing from the present standard
uniform to one made of overalls ma
terial, according to Postmaster S. J.
Mitchelson, he said he believed It
would be only a short time until all
carriers would be clothed In denim. Per
mission lins been granted by the postmaster general.
The Panhandle Bankers' Association
will hold Its annual meeting in Clovls,
N. M., on May 22 and 23, and plans are
now under way to make the meeting
one of the best ever held in the eastern part of the state. Bankers from
all over the plains section of eastern
New Mexico and western Texas will
attend and an extensive program is
nowe being prepared for the occasion.
Three hundred carloads of Mexican
sugar refined in Sonora will be re
leased for sale In the United States as
the result of the revolution in Sonora,
it has been announced nt Nogales,
Ariz. The su;rnr had been sent Into
the United States under bond, but was
returned to Mexico by order of Prest
dent Carranza. It now is being nl
lowed to again return to the United

Know That

Genuino Castoria
J
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Welcome Relief From the
Tortures of Rheumatism
thc

cause it is one of the most thorough blood purifiers known to medProper Treatment.
ical science. This fine old remedy
Many forms of rheumatism are cleanses the blood of impurities,
caused by millions of tiny germs and acts as an antidote to the germ,
that infest the blood, and until the of rheumatism.
blood is absolutely freed of these
S. S. S. is sold by druggists
germs, there is no real relief in everywhere. For valuable literasight
ture and advice address Chief Med- -.
The most satisfactory remedy ical Adviser, 107 Swift Laboratory,
for rheumatism is S. S. S. be Atlanta, Ga.

Can Come Only From

EFFECT

PERU'S DRIFTING SAND DUNES I DEW HAS VITALIZING
Plateau Shelf Hat Strange Crescent-ShapeFormations That Are

d

Abundant Proof That It Possesses
vigorating Action That Affects
Growth of

Packed Haxd.
As one makes the ascent of the
Andes from the Pacific port of Moliendo, Pern, following the line of the
Southern of Peru railway, the climb
to the divide Is broken by two great
steps or wldespreadlng shelves of desert or pampa.
On the first of these steps, about
two hours steep climb from the sea,
and at an altitude of from four thousand to five thousand feet, are located
the famous drifting sand hills of Peru
The plateau Is here about twenty
miles wide, the air thin and dry and
no trace of vegetation to be seen, only
sand
these gigantic crescent-shape- d
dunes dotting the pampa as far as
'the eye can see.
Composed of fine gray crystal sand,
they gleam white against the brown
of the desert, .and their horns point
toward the prevailing south wind of
this region. They are from fifteen
to twenty feet In breadth across the
thick part of the crescent and sometimes one hundred feet from born to
horn. So tightly Is the sand packed
that the feet of the horses or mules
make little Impression on It

In-

Plant.

Dew is vitalizing, not entirely because It Is water but because It possesses an Invigorating action due partly at any rate to tho fact that it Is
saturated with oxygen, and it has been
stated that during Its formation peroxide of hydrogen and some ozone are
developed. It Is not improbable that
tho peculiarly attractive and refreshing quality that marks the
Ing air has Its origin In, this way. The
difficulty of inducing grass to flourish
nnder a tree in full leaf Is well known
and Is generally explained by saying
that the tree absorbs the nourishing
constituents of the soil or that it keops
the sunlight away from the grass and
protects It from rain. It is doubtful
whether any of these explanations Is
true, the real reason most probably
being that the vitalizing dew cannot
form upon the grass under a tree,
whereas as a rule both rain nnd light
can reach it

States.
Leslie Cunningham, aged 35 years,
was instantly killed near Columbus, N.
M., when a freight train collided with
the truck which he was driving at the
Fort Filmore crossing south of Las
Cruces. The side curtains were dowu
on the driver's sent of the truck and
this pfevented the driver from seeing
the approaching train. The truck was
completely wrecked and Cunningham's
neck was broken.
Santa Fé county, N. M., has a chance
e
to get a
health officer. It has
Round Hat Is Passe.
As far as Paris is concerned the been announced by Dr. It. O. Brown
round hat is passe, at least so runs of the Public Health Association that
Plaid and Plain Gingham.
Unqualified Indorsement
the. report. Shapes are irregular be- the Rockefeller foundation would pay
"Are you in favor of votes for womton frocks that will admirably serve ing broken on the sides and In front, the health officer's salary In three
en?"
every summer purpose.
the Breton style being popular. Silk counties In the state provided the
.
'
"Why ask such a question at this
With the present high cost of first plush crowns with a straw facing are counties made the speclnl levy for
late day?" inquired Senator Sorghum
quality cotton goods it is well to give shown, while a partiality is evidenced public health work authorized by the
the question of home dressmaking due toward hats of taffeta and satin with special session of the Legislature.
Some men's ideas of reciprocity are In return. "How can a statesman hope
to get 'em If he isn't In favor of 'em?"
medium .height crowns.
consideration.
Santa Fé county will be eligible if it rather
makes the levy.
three-quarte-

full-tim-

.

early-morn-

one-side-

WEAR the success of a gown. A dress on
which the fastenings have an uneven
and pulling appearance is decidedly
Over Garments to Accompany New
not a success and betrays at once the
Be
May
Constructed
Tailleura
fact that it is j.inde at home. One
From Trlcolette,
home dressmaker, whose clothes look
uses the following
To accompany the charming new like "tallormades,"
plan.
on all the hooks.
sews
she
First
despring tallleurs there are the most
lightful blouses of trlcolette. All the Then she adjusts pins temporarily
eyes In such a manner that they
lovely pastel shades, too, are being for
be booked Into. , Next she slips
can
worn, with perhaps a preference for
on the garment and hooks It up, ad
the new parrot green. And, by the justing
the eyes where It is' necessary,
way, not In many seasons has any
garment is unhooked uud
Then
the
color been taken up so quickly as the
eyes sewed just where the pins
spring shades of green. But then there the
are those soft shades of rose, French were placed.
blue, violet gray, raspberry, orange,
Personality In Decoration,
cream, sand and apricot.
are of paramount imporColors
assume
blouses
the
These unusual
lines of the Balkan model and are of tance In apartment decoration and the
with short sleeves and cool and receding shades are sure to
neck.
The blouse is sometimes create the more quiet and "roomy" efround
impormade Into a broad band at the hips fects. Patterns are of vital
and puffed over gracefully. One trlco- tance as well and If those that are
lette blouse in this style chose green selected are large and "spattery" they
for Its color and trimmed the neck and will tend to make the apartment seem
sleeves with bands of cut steel beads. small and crowded. Pronounced de
"The overblouse to be smart must signs always take away from the ef
There
be simple and have good lines," says fectiveness of the background.
one authority, and that's why these Is a great deal of decorative interest
new trlcolette blouses are among the In Cxtures, in hangings, in lamps and
leading models of the season. A stun- Incidental pieces of furniture and if
ning blouse to accompany a suit of these are thoughtfully selected their
gray duvetyn was developed in rasp- individuality will go far toward creberry colored trlcolette. It was a ating personality for the Impersonal
.
basque effect with round De- c- ud department.
brief kimono sleeves. Odd motifs of
The Unusual Hat
wool lnvarlous colors graced the front
Interesting and unusual hats will
and lent not a little charm to the silky
not be hard to find this spring. The
fabric.
French milliners have thought of many
Ingenious things to give variety. One
Concerning Hooks and Eyes.
recently seen was made of a braid
adjusted
properly
eyes
and
Hooks
ro that they meet in Just the right made by plaiting or braiding bright
coarse straw together.
placé, have a great deal to do with green silk and

BLOUSES

FOR SPRING

Fire of unknown origin destroyed
Dunbar's garage in a block In the heart
of Yuma, Ariz., burning up twenty
nine automobiles and a stock of tires
e
and other accessories. The
from the building, was estimated at
loss,-asid-

$50,000.

The Arizona Mining Journal reports
the finding of a great body of copper
ore eleven miles from Ray, Ariz., in
what Is known as the Dripping Springs
mining district. The mine Is known as
the Columbia, and is the result of driv
ing a tunnel Into the side of the moun
tain for a distance of 1,200 feet. The
ore Is a carbonate giving 6 to 7 per
cent copper and about two ounces of
sliver to the ton ore.
Grant county, New Mexico, Is com
ing on fast In athletics and plans are
now under way for a frock meet in
which five of the teams In the Mim
bres will compete. Four of the schools
In the Mimbres valley now have two
teachers nnd as there has been much
Interest in athletics by the pupils of
the schools, the teachers have been
doing much development work along
these lines.
It Is probable that the
meet will be held some time this
month.
San Miguel county, N. M., is to have
two new schools this summer, one at
Pecos and the other at Rowe. Special
elections were held In these localities
recently nnd the people voted to favor
the bond issue by a majority of several
The new building at Pecos
hundred.
will be a $10,000 structure and the one
at Rowe $7,500.
Judge Cole of Columbus, N. M
turned over to the city clerk the sum
of $456, which represents the fines assessed by the judge during the month
of April. Nearly all the money was
secured by fines on local gamblers.

Coffee Often
Disturbs Digestion
and frequently causes ner- vousness and sleeplessness.

,

If coffee annoys you in any
way, try

Possum Cereal.
This favorita drink enjoys
growing popularity because of
its pleasing flavor and its superiority to coffee in health-fulnes- s.
Sold by Grocers in two sizes 25c 15c

No raise in price
Made by POSTUM CEREAL CO, Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan

-.
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available for the state's
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Twenty-fou-
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county scsx-- l sapennteacletts
THE
Kiinerintendent .J. II. Yiarr-- r seet here rcdtn-- y whl late sccod
Ú
Spanish-America- n
has called a conference of all county tuperistez 5c r.t Wagrser ta diseass
W
year.
gets
costing
!sciool
fur tbe
bad
Mrs. J. P. Ucj-noIJ- á
school superintendents to meet in fcn-Ek.'stikoi Arcewrtr. wit
Fe next Tuesday, May 4. Tbe farts Aa a refill cf the meeting a uniform
Teacher ci Piaso
form will be sed ia every
submitted at this conference will form
IRVIN OGDEN. SR.
tbe basia xd report wbick lit. Waj-iu- f I coacty in tbe state.
Whether a boigtt system raise
will make to a National Confer
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
ence on tbe School Crisis which will ; taxes arid causes extravagance
a who makes tbe budg?.
met in Washington on "Hay 19, at tbe
i
A baáget system naart r construct
ton,
a.
lax
commisU.
P.
P.
of
call
vcoQd-ciAthe
mtier at
Entered
d to restrain tie profligate,
sioner of education. With a sborts
poitoSEce in Boy, New alexia
e
ot 170,000 trained teachers in tie j "The 2adget estimates of xpendi-tarBraíít be añade op from aa ináo-pjschools of the nation tins year and
.business standpoint to re- -'
irith school tStkacy greaüy aedacetL
CALL FOB DEMOCRATIC
strain tfce predatory.
has
education
of
tbe
bcrtaa
STATE CONVENTION
it indicating a still graver short- - J School transportation, school
beating and caestioas cf
convenuoa ueasspoM-ut- ,
etc., were discuss- . Altate democrat
Waduate
hereby táU to W De a u, we cay .x,
profession, par- - ''ed at Jer.r bat tbe principal work
"was dewt4
teachers salaries. Tbe Homestead Matters attended to,
saperintendVats made it plain that inFinal
creased eScieiM-- is t be required Ffiirss. Publications,
2vaac
asd
jwith increased
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
in salaries will not 1 permitted to and acknowledgements taken.
A
cm inciK-kticaiVt-- d la meet in this conference 'place a pnHnrem
Ym
be held in the city of San Francisco,
seal cf salaries cancire from S a
way to
practical
seek
which
a
will
California, en June 28, 1920.
cr TvTal increase! in salaries lanocti for third
iae teachers to
The chairman of the county central
tiMiti for experienced, trst
;J139
PEDIGREED
school
year
new
a
before
teachers
of
committtee of each county is hereby
recd
gra.ot teachers was snerally
authorized and requested to call a begins.
to.
Tbe salary ,ituauvn in. Ne .Mexxo
,.
county convenaon or arraege iur jin-- i
h
l?
ir.ary elections in his county, for the
the attorney general s cfic
parpen of selecting delegates to theicovery of present
the
that
Ui fxr.f teachers
FILMS DEVELOPED
not
t
shall
convention,
which
etate
Retfeaned SEED FOR SALE
school year of 12
means
a
ealane
and
meeting of the state convention
term,
months,
a
f
instead
a
Any
.OSc
Size,
Each
schJ
ALSO
he is farthpr authorized to call a Pli
precinct for the selection heretofore construed. This will maken
rr.ary in
HEREFORD
REGISTERED
each,
.03c
.03c
Prints,
to
possible for crjnty boards cf
Í delegates to such county delegate it
com
county
for
and
submit
to
CATTLE
Fcít-Care- s,
convention. Chairman shall designate
,10c each.
bud rets whica w;i.
CK1K
K0GS
AND
the number of delegates to be sent by missions to adcrt
sala
the
cf
g.
wild:j-teach precinct primary to said county allow a general icrrease
vr.
,
elegate convention and to invite all ries of the fiacseis, pettctttiag tie
Roy.
in th? ra-rN.M.
s
persons cf legal vot:r.g age to take payment of a living wage
schools as wfll as in the nranici-palitipart in such primaries who may wish
and thas retaining in tie serto do so regardless of past party afcompetent teafhtrs who
vice
mariy
filiations and who may wish to supGeorge Estes, a Detaing lawyer, who
pesi-lioLa CUEVA, Xex Mex.
port the principles of the democratic ciberwise would have to wek
tried
to rib a mexican widow cf f 1W0
erin
wcik
other
cr
elsewhere
party
of tie insurance left her by ber sís r.
--- ri
or delegates to tse state
Proxies
- who died an action in Flanders, ty the
.
8BOschool
v
buarets
.r
:n
nnm
tontaUve
--- rCOnVtJlllOn Will IJOl VK IftugUiii u
charging of a fee when tie law which
cept when held by persons who are mired in a number of coun.es, boJi
created the insaranc also protected
taxand
residents of thi county from wlucn from county commissioners apprecia- it by allowing a few cf $5.00 for filgeneral
a
indicate
payers
was chosen.
the delegate-lc- t
few simple papers necescf the situa- ing ot theconvicted
Pursuant to instructions as adopted tion cf the seriousness
and fined 1250.00
was
sary,
making
necessity for
ty the democratic state central com- tion and cf theappropriations
nsost
óefpirible
crime a man
the
for
in order
mittee women delegates may be elect- b increased
could commit.
eSdescy.
school
ed to attend county and state conven- to maintain
Harry Hall, deputy SberiS of SoSpringer, wiH be in
tions and entitled to aH the privileges
corro county, was sentenced to 5 years
herein.
in the pen at Ft-- Leavenworth for tie
A meeting of the democratic state
stealing cf a barrel of whiskey.
central committee is called to meet in
Eleven other sentences were pa?. fed
tbe city of Koswell, at 2 o'clock in
in the same session cf tie Federal
the afternoon of the 2nd day of June,
'"ourt but none of them were milder
1920, for the purpose of preparing the
than that to tbe lawyer who's crime
2t ml cast af Mills, Thurs. is tbe most diigasiing cf alL The Call ea rly and let us examin
temporary organization.
Ey order of
May 20. Cows, heifers, calves, whiskey thief and bootleggers got your teeth. NO CHARGE
Sute Democratic Central Commit- mares, corn, wagon, bujgy, har- what tiey deserved but the man who FOR CONSULTATION.
tee,
would steal $1500 from the mother of
Office at Kitchelle Hotel
ness, ridieg; plow, corn pled, a dead hero ci tbe late war
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Chairman some furniture, and other articl- say it yourself.
Byron 0. Beall, Secretary.
to note whethes.
Terms cash or b2Dkab'e It will be interesting
er disbarment proceedings will be comnote.
menced against him and if they will
Santa Fe, N. MM April 29. To get
throw him out.
the exact situation in each county in
New Mexico about the supply of teaeh- schools during the coming year,
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United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

BEST PROPHT OE
THE
v
THE FUTURE IS
THE PAST
y

For more than nine years under the present nianage- ment, the ROY TRUST & SAVINGS BANK hae
ment "Best" and is pleaded to place at the
disposal of its customers the facilities gained during this period of continuous service
and growth, confidently believing it can
meeet every requirement of .the most
discriminative.

Capital $50,000.00
Surplus, 3,000.00

tbt
x.

Marquise Wheat
Kersan Late Oat

Tr

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK

J

eis-catio-

La Cueva Rami
& Cattle Co.

al

es

FOR SALE
acre farm, All good land 11
miles N. E. Roy, School house on
farm. $20. per acre.

REGISTERED
FERCHERON STALLIONS
MAMMOTH JACKS
CATTLE
(Milking Strain)
POLAND CHINA HOGS
See
Tre S. Brown, Roy, N. M.
Cw E. Hartley, Clayton, N. M., or
IL F. Thornton, Hillsboio, Iowa.
TKOKOBRED.

KOAN-DURHA-

820

M

O. L. BRAND,
Kcnnebunk, Maine.

i

is

ta

DENTIST

.

Opportunity.

Opporren'ty is a fine thins. So
In fact, that some of us mis it.

Entrny Cow, White-Facred and
while, no hornn, indistinct brand.
Owner get her at my pasture
miles
north of Roy, and pay for pasture
trouble and ndv,
SAM HOWIE
e,

.

fin

H. S. Murdoch
D, D. S. of

ROY,

Public Sale

May, 17 to

24 th

MORA

ABSTRACT

H. B. Albertson.

COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

Special Notice to the People of ROY!
EVERYBODY

TODAY

REALIZES THE

IMPORTANCE

BENE FITS

AND

OF

LIFE

INSURANCE

Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records

Philip Sanchez, Secretary

--

r

"

PropV

TWENTY YEAR PAY
OUR LEADER

The Praetorians write several
classes cf policies. Our leadPay. This
er is the
policy provides for Caah and
Loan Values after the second

Whelan & Palmer,
k-

t- -

and
year, and also Paid-U- p
Extended Values after the
2nd year. This Policy is fulin 20 years. We
ly Paid-U- p
Life, Ordialso sell
Term
nary Life and

rj

iS?3!

--

---

--

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State and
eral Courts and

10-P-

Every

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

r'3 rrerr'l

The Praetorian inure women
on the same basis 83 men, all
meet in the same council toThis makes a fme
gether.
social feature.

' ,

-

ri

v

i

t

80

Ti?

í't

ti

Free Katns, .
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot in, the
Main Business District

Tourists and
Will
PRAETORIAN BUILDING
"Owsied and Operated Exclusively by The Praetorians."

.
a Traetorian Policy and Pay it Up in Ten or Twenty Years. Why let them take
daughter
gei
or
Let your sen
a Policy which they will have to pay cn as long as they live, when they can get a Policy in The Praetorians
in Ten or Twenty Years.

A

SCIENTIFIC BASiS

D. D. WIMBERLY,

District Manager

REPRESENTING
Vic? Fresidjct.

HOME OFFICE, Dallas, Texas
C. B. GARDNER, President

Land-Seeke-

rs

find this the right place.

PAPER HANGING also

ROY, New Mexico

. FOSTER BLOCK.

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Store
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

-

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
AH

Popular Drinks

and

Ices

glaz-

ing, satisfaction guarantee, See
or write me at Solano, N. M.
A, E. Clifford -

New Cafe

ANNOUNCED LATER

PRAETORIAN LIFE INSURANCE ON

L. BLAYLOCK.

"Doc" Mc Cargo,

PAINTING and

I will spend the wetk in ROY and will be glad to explain THE PRAETORIANS to ycu.

THE PRAETORIANS

and

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor

policy in full force when delivered to the applicant. You
can pay your insurance by
the month to the local

NIGHT WILL EE

Expert Measurement
All Work Guaranteed.

From Careful

Fed-

El Dorado Hotel

ACCIDENT BENEFITS IN
EVERY POLICY

ORGANIZATION

LADIES and GENTLEMEN
Suits Made to Order

U, S. Land Office

ar

Policies.

MEN AND" WO MEN AD
MnTED ON EQUAL BASIS

Cleaning and Pressing
all Clothing for

Thorsas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

20-ye- ar

p

J.W. BECK, Manager.

J. D. Wade,

POLICY

Paid-U-

BeckMotor
Company

:

AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

day protected by a reserve cf
nearly $3,000,000.

that is Fully

I.

and s
Machine Work,

tax

a

The Praetorian Company was
organized 22 years ago in
Dalks, Texas, upon tuch
sound principles and is operated on such scientific basis
that its policy holders are to-

without extra cost

Ü

í

General Blacksmith

SAFETY AND STRENGTH

i

Here is the Ford Runabout, a perfect whirlwind of utility. Fits into the daily life of
everybody, anywhere, everywhere, and all the
time. For town and country, it is all that its
name implies a Runabout. Low in cost of
operation; low in cost of maintenance, with
all the sturdy strength, dependability and reliability for which Ford cars are noted. We'd be
pleased to have your order for one or more. We
have about everything in motor car acces-sories, and always have a full line of genuine
t'lljl Fro! parts give genuine Ford service.

County

A

TOLICY when pr.ee secured. It is ju st a matter of getting the EEST PO LICY with the RIGHT COMPANY.
INVESTIGATE THE
SPLENDID BENEFITS

CAR

Abstracts'of all lands in Mora

Man or Woman appreciates nothing more nor has any more valuable possession than their LIFE INSURANCE

and Low Cost of becoming
Praetorian Policy Holder.

THE UNIVEfcSAL

Mrs Frank Setdel Proprietor
Clean Rooms tor rent

-

We solict your patronage

KODAKS

AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,
" COMPETE

LIKE

DAILY PAPERS

OF

J,

Cigars and Tobacco

MAGAZINES

ArtcIes.

THE

ERIC AN.

SPANISH-A-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office Bt Clayton, New Mexico
April 7, 1920
IT
Notice is hereby given that Decider-i- a
Martinez, of Roy, N. M., who on
Feb. 3, 1917, made II. E. No. 024451

II. F. Thornton

t

NtfS,

SE'ASWVi, Sec. 5, NW
for
NWi Sec. 8, Twp. 19N., Rng 35E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of

intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to. the Land above
described, before W. ÍI. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, N. M., on the
4th day of June, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Leandro Martinez, Nazario
Baca, Jacob J. Digness, Francisco A.
Martinez, all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
4
Register.

C. E. Ha tiey

and

Dealers and Shippers of

Classified
Ads

.

Perdieron and French Draft Horses
Mammoth Jacks, Roan Durham, Short
Horn and Hereford Cattle

Rate "5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

Shropshire Sheep

Poland China Hogs

FOR SALE

CI ayton,.New Mexico

Bit of Ancient History.
According to old
chron-lele- s
Edward the Confessor made a
verbnl will. On January 3, lOOd, he recovered his power of speech and talked
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
with those around him, among whom
Department of the Interior U. S. Land were the queen, the archbishop of
York, archbishop of Canterbury and
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
April 7, 1920
Harold and Toslig, his nephew. He
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-5-o prophesied the Norman invasion and
GarciaV of Roy, N. M., who, on Dec. then, stretching out hts hand, be20, 1919, made H. E. No. 024914, for queathed the crown to Harold.
This
NNWU, SEiiNWU, SWV Sec. 21 act was ratine:' by the ancient British
NE14 NE4 See. .20, Twp. 19N., Rng parliament and Harold was crowned
25E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of the next day. Exchange.
Anglo-Saxo-

n

5--

intention to make Three Yaar Proof
to estanli3h claim to the lan1 above
described, before W. H. Wiücox, U.S.
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
7th day of June, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Hilario Gomez, Juan de Jesus Can- doval, Juan Isidro Romero, Vicepte
Baca, all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Dalmatian Many Beauty Spot.
Dalnintla'a beauties hove been re320 acre Farm, all farm land, 6 miles
counted by many travelers.
Among
the scores of islands off Its coast are north ef Roy, $20.00 per acre.
r
J. L. SWAIM,
many rich In history, such as Brazza
Roy Newi Mexico
and Lessina, where Roman and Greek 2t .
relics ure to be found; Busi, with Its
ten caverns, the most beautiful of
which Is the Bine Grotto, entered by
d
FORD
Sale
boat, and Lncronin, off Knguso, where
Richard Coeur tie Lion is snid to have
At your own price.
found a- haven during a storm on his
...
BAUM BRO'S.
return from the crusades, aud lo have
hunt a church there in coivnl lance
ivith a vow so to honor his i'ace of
CSaFliU'l OG CAF11ERS
refuge. Exchange.

For

2d-Han-

-

FINANCIAL

-

A

fr- --

iv
í

ill- -

Money to Loan

f MáV

Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions

t

Straight

5--

at

Clayton,

Phone

5--

'

at

Illinois

4--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Aoril 7. 1920
Notice is hereby given that Miner
Badley, of Roy, N. M., who on Dec.
15, 1915, made H. E. No. 021382, for

NE4SW, NW4 SE.,

Sec. 12, Twp. 19N., Rng
25E., N. M. P. M.f has filed notice of
Intention to make Three YeaY Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, N. M., on the
3d day of .Tue 1920

WNEV,

Claimant names as witnesses:
James H. Sandsbury, John Ryeb- lewshi, Harry Reed, Len Sandsbury,
all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
4
5--

4-2-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
April 10, 1920
Notif e is hereby given that William
M. Tennison, of Bueyeros, N. M., who
on Dec. 27, 1915, and Dec. 15, 1917,
made II. E. Orig. and Add'l Nos.
SE4, E
021418, 023350 for W
SE'A
E
SW, and EV NEV. and31E.,
N. M.
Sec. 35, Twp. 21N., Rng.
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described before Register and Receiver
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., on
the 16th day of June, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William Jeffery, Cone, N. M., Abran
Garcia, Bueyeros, N. M., Claude Pari3
Bueyeros, ,N. M., Ramon Martinez,
Miera, N. M. '
PAZ VALVERDE,
"
' Register.

NOTICE

Head of Yearling and two
DURHAM HEIFERS
Koans the Reds, of cood
joality.
This stuff will be sold on
liberal terms. Watch for the
date of sale.
F. S. Brown, H.W.Farmer.
y'r-ol- d

4--

'

ec.

tion to make Final Three Year Proof
claim to the land above
described, before A. A. Wynne, U.
S. Commissioner at his office in Mosquero, N. M.r on the 12th day of June

to establish

1920.

'

names as witnesses:
"laimantRockwell,
J. H. Anderson,
W. A.

Taul G. Paiz and J. A. Reiser, all of
Gallegos, N..M.
'
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
.

2

5--

4--

"Broken
Blossoms"

- third
-

'

Wednesday evening May 19h
30ind

fourth

-

-

- -

22

55 cents

Lived With Needles In Heart
woman physician under treatment In a lunatic asylum In England
told her nurse, a year ago that she
had stuck a needle Into her heart. The
nurse found what seemed to bi
pin pricks over the heart.
died in August, and an autopsy revealed two needles sticking:
Into the heart.
A

two-simpl-

The-woma- n

NÓTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
April 10, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Freder
ick N. Coldiron, of Roy, Mora Co., N.
, who, on Sept. 16, 1918, made AdT
H. E. No. 023855, for Lot 4, Sec. 31,.
and SW
NE14 Sec. 30, Twp. 20N.,
Rng 28E., N. M. P. M., has filed
of intention to make Finar Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. II. Fos
ter, U. S. Commissioner at his office
.
at Roy, N. M., on the 14th day of
no!-tic- e

June-1920-

Claimant names as witnesses:

David Ledoux, Pat Lcdoux, J. G,
Gambrell, W. T. Coldiron, all of Royr
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register- 4--

2

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
April 10, 1920

"C

of 4 5 1920,

NOTICE Is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Na:han Habeeb Azar of
Clayton, N.M. Serial No. 026764, we
will offer at public sale, to the highest bidder, but at not less than 5.00
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the
16th day of June. 1920' next, at this
office, the following' tract of land:
R 30 E
NEJ -- SEI, Sec. 13, T.20 N.

N M. P. M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are udvisea lo
file their claims,, or objections, on or
sale.
1)20
before the time designated
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
- above-describ-

ur

- - 29 June- - 5 -

2

4
--

Whet Next?
Cignrniakers in T:mip;i, Fl:i., have
refused to work limeas a ma Is
pointed to read to them. The
they say, Is too monotonous.

k,

NOTÍCE FOR PUBLICATION.
ISOLATED TRACT
PUD LIC LAND SALE.
'
Department of the Interior, U.
Office at Ciayton, New Mexico)
Apr. 10M92G ''
"C" of 5 20.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed '
by the Commissioner of the General
Land office, under provisions of 'Sec.
to the application a
2455, R. S. purt-uanof Nathan Habeeb Azar, of ClaVton.:.
N.M. Serial No. 02t!7ti5, will offer
at public sale, to the highest bidders '
but at not less than $5,00 per acre,' at
10 o'clock A. M., on the 17th 'day of i
June. 1920 next, at thisollice.the follow
J
ing tract of land;
Sec 12,.
NMFM
T20 N, R30E.,
butt
The sale will not t e kept open
will be declared closed when those
at the hour named have ceased I
bidding. The person making the high
est bid will be required to immediately1?
pay to the Receiver the ammoua

Sand

t

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

--

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton,

New Mexico

April 10, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Marion
I. Gilmore of David, N. M., who on
April 9, 1917, made H. E. No. 024862,
for SSW', NWV SW44 and SW
NW
of Sec. 8, Twp. 18N., Range
30E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention, to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
This writer, who was transplanted above described, before A. A. Wynne,
from England to the West at an early U. S. Commissioner at his office in
ge, so that he has grown tip and be- Mosquero, N. M.'
June 12. 1920
Claimant names as witnesses:
come a part of It, Is eminently qualiGeorge B. Spivey,
Pierce Fields,
fied to write Its big stories; aud he
lias been doing so for nearly twenty David C. Fields, Charles P. Fields, all
years. Such stories as "A Daughter of David, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
of Ramsey," "Wyoming," "Rldgway
Register.
"A
O'Connor,"
"Bucky
Montana,"
of
Texas Banger," "Mavericks," "Brand
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Blotters," "The Vision Splendid." and
recalled.
will
be
Hlghgraders"
"The
U. S. Land
He has also contributed a host of Department of the Interior
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
serials, novelettes and short stories td
April 10, 1920
English and American magazines. Hit
hereby given that Joseph
Notice
is
"Crooked Trails and Straight," probAnderson, of Gallegos, N. M., who
ably his best, will appear In this paper H.
on March 15, 1916, made H. E. No.
Id serial form. Do not miss the first
021Í372, for S
of Sec. 15, Twp, 17N.,
installment
Rng. 31E., N. M. P. M., has filed
of intention to make Final Three
Dumping trash on my lots in North Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before A. A.
Roy is forbidden.
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner at his
' Mrs. R. W. Boulware
office in Mosquero, N. M., on the 11th
day of June, 1920.
Dr. J. A. STEVEN, D.V.M. Claimant names as witnesses:
- Graduate Veterinarian
Joseph Reiser, W. A. Rockwell,
Charlie Pryor, Ollie Kershner all of
5--

4--

no-ti-

Gallegos, N. M.
5--

4--

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton,

New Mexico

4--

2

'

PAZ VALVKKl'ti,
Register.

pre--se-

1

thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely 'thl '
pesciibed land are advised or
file theii claims, or objections, on
the time designated for sale.' .
PAZ VALVERDE, Register;
above- -

4

5 22
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Mesa.See--LEHME-

e
Choice homes
DUNN
on-th-
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
, ISOLATED TRACT
Public Land Sale

DepTtnv'nt of th Interior
at Clayton N M

U S Land Office
1920
"C" 4--

Apr. 14, 1920
Notice is hereby given that as directed by the commissioner of the General
Land Office, under provisions of Sec,.
2455, R S. pursuant to the application
of Lillian E, Mcintosh, of Mosquero. N.

at this

office,

the following tract of

S 25 T 17 N. R 80E,
Department of the Interior U. S. Land land;
Ñ
M
M
P
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
The sale will not be kept open, but
April 10, 1920
Notice is hereby given that James will be declared closed when those pre-eeB. Duvall, of Mosquero, N. M., who
at the hour named have ceased
on Oct. 3, 1916, made H.E. No. 020602 bidding, The person making the highoí est bid will be required to immediately
of Sec. 32, and SW
for SE
Sec. 33, Twp. 19N., Rng 29E., N. M. pay to the Receiver the amount thereP4M., has filed notice of intention to of.
make Final Three Year Proof .to esAny persons claiming adversely the
tablish claim to the land above de- described land are advised to
above
S.
Wynne,
U.
scribed, before A. Ai
Commissioner at his office in Mos- file their claims or objections, on or
designated for sale,
quero, N. M., on the 17th day of June, before the time
Register
1920.
5 8 5 Paz Valverde
EJ-N-

April 10, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Frank
C. Metcalf of Mill3, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on March 2, 1917, made Add'l II.
E., No. 024660, for NEU Sec. 17, Twp
22N.. Rng. 26E., N. M. P. M. has filed
notice of intention to make Final three
vear Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. II.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner. at his ot
fice at Roy, N ,M., on tne 9th day of
June, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
John U. Tobler, Fred P. Tinker,
' George Jordon, W. L. Brockman,
Herman Seitz, J. B. Proctor, all of Charles Waldron, R. M. Lunsford, all
Milla, N. M.

WJ-SW-

M, Serial No, 026810 we will offer atpnb'
lie sale, to the highest bidder, but at.
PAZ VALVERDE,
less than $2,25 per acre at 10 o'clock.
Register. not
A M, on the 21 st day of June 1920,next

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

story of the London Slums wrtten by Tom Burke
One of the greatest pictures tver ír.cde.
You simply
can't afford to miss it.

Admission

i,
SJ-N-

- second

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

A

8.15 P. M.

WJ-NW-

and as grounds for hit contest alleges
that said James J. Nay' has whol
ly abandoned his said homestead entry, never established residence there
on, and has wholly tailed to comply
with the law as regards residence and
cultivation and that these defects ex- sr, and have existed from the time of
filing to the date hereof, April 14, 1920
abandonment
and that said
and absence was not due to the entry-ma- n,
8 employment in any Military
service or Naval or Marine Service of
he United States or any Niti'l Guard
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.
You should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to yau.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Will be in Roy for some
See him for Veterinary
time,
work.

seven reel feature given under auspices of
ROY POST, AMERICAN LEGION

ROY THEATRE

Sec.l;NWJ-NEJ- :

Sec. 12 Bnd NEJ NEJ:
Ei Sec. 11, T. 19N, R.21 E, NM PM.

.

D. W. GRIFFITHS FAMOUS PICTURE

'

SWJ,

Date of first publication, May,E,

5--

A

SEi
NEi-N-

Dril 10. 1920
Notice is hereby given that Lealon
R. Dick, of KeDhárt. N. M.. who nr.
November 8th, 1916, made BL . No.
UÜ336U. for Lots 5. 6. SEU NW
. nnd
NEÍ4 SWÍ4 Sec. 6, Twp. 21N., Rng.
30E.. N. M. P. M.. has fi1d
af intention to 'make Three Yew Proof
to establish claim to th land
described, before Ft H. Foster, U. S
Commissioner at his office at fiov. N
M., on the 16th day of June, 1920.

4--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land

N-S-

William MacLeod Raine

application to contest and secure
the cancellation of your H. E. Serial
No. 026658, made May 24, 1916 for

U. S. Land
Mexico

Claimant names as witness- Will Heath. B. H. Smith. T.vfil
For .Sale Good buggy.
Hazen. J. D.- CamDbell. , all nf Kntihort
J - V,
LIBERTY GARAGE
.wew juexico.
Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
xtepartunent of the Interior U. S. Land
Office :at Santa Fe, New Mexico
UEce at Santa Fe, N. M.
Ajuril 16, 1820
ADril 10. 1920
Notice is hereby given that BernarNotioe is hereby given that Juan
do Trujillo, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M,
who an Feb. 28, 1913, and Jan 10, Watrous of Sabinoso, N. M., who n
and Jan 27
1917, made H. E. Nos. 017966 and Feb. 23 1915. rt-1S16, made .Original and Additional
025640 for SWSEÍ4, SENEV, E
SEU, Sec. 1, anfl NWNE, NV4 Homestead Entries No. 022755, 025708
or E SW Sec. 24, and E NWi,
NWi, and NENE Sec. 12, Twp. W
NWU: and NU NEU . iWrinn
20N., Rng. 24E., N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make Three Year t, lownship 17N., Range 24 E.
Proof to establish cltJm to the land in. M. Jf. M., has hied notice of inten
above described, before F. H. Foster tion to make Three Yar Proof to es
U. S. Commissioner at Roy N. M., on tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
the 2nd day of June, 1920.
Commissioner
at Roy, N. M., on the
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan J. Trujillo, Adolfo Montoya, 1st day of June, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose M. Maestaa, Jose C. Maestas, all
Miguel Estrada, Valentin Baca, Fran
of Roy, N. M.
Quintana, Antonio Quintana, all
cisco
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register. of Sabuloso, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
2
Register.

5--

Office at Clayton, New Mexico
April 10, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Tomolian
A. Rice of Rosebud, N. M., who on Apr
29, 1916, made H. E. No. 023564, foj
20, Twp. 17N, Rng. 82E.,
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten-

221
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

We will offer for Sale in Department of the Interior
Umce at Clayton, New
Roy, in about ten days-- 40
A

.

4--

Address

Missouri.

V. H. Anderson, Agt.

New Mexico
April 7, 1920

NSE,

BOARDERS WANTED Three or
four men for regular beard.
MRS. T. A. SMITH,

equal.

Clayton,

N. M. P. M.. has filed notice of inten
tion to make Three Year Proof, -- to
establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, TJ. S
Commissioner, at Roy, N. M., on the
8th day of June, 1920,
Claimant names as witnesses-W. L. Dunn, W. S. Dunn, G. W.
Powell, W. W. Wlaters, all of MiTls,
New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
2

Tractor

Super-Driv- e

place it in your field and show you what it will do in .your
kind
of soil, before you are asked to decide whether it is the tractor
you want or not,

SSE4, N SWU,
SSW,
Sec. 3, Twp. 22N., Rng. 27E.

SV2SWy4,

25,

Peer of all four cylinder, kerosene and .gasoline tractors,
Roy New Mex.
Has the live axel transmissson and spring tension spider, which
Wanted To Buy : A farm or ranch,
takes all back lash off gears, all gear3 are enclosed and run in a if at a bargain price have nothing
in mind as to size or locality
bath of oil. Come in and let us show you the superior features definite
naturally will prefer as near town or
and fertility being
of this most modern tractor. We have one on hand and will railroad as pricebox
Webb City,

Notice is hereby given that John
M. McDaniel, of Mills, N. M., wlio on
Feb. 13, 1917, made H. E. No. 024530

for

on

WANTED

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIOX
Department of the Interior U. S. Lan3
Office

3

1

NSE',

75,

rn

New Mexico

April 7, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
M. Cordova, of Sabinoso, N. M who
on Nov. 13, 1916, made Add'l H. E.
NVaNEU,
for
Sec. 7, Twp. 17N., Rng. 25E., N. M.
P. M, has filed notice of intention to
make Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Eliseo C. Cordova, U. S. Commissioner at Trementina, N. M., on
the 1th day of June, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco Esquibel, Sabino30, N.M.,
Esteban Cordova, Sabinoso, N. M.,
Casimiro Andrada. Roy, N. M., Prudencio Martinez, Trementina, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
,
Register.
4 24
NO7-0233-

Rates-Southweste-

Realty Co

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office

who
gives Solano, New Mexico,
as his postoffice address, did on Apr. 14,
1920, file In this office his duly corrpbo-rate- d

vvp.

The common green frog lias been
discovered to possess an Insatiate
greed for wasps. This extraordinary
appetite does not seem to be In tea
least checked by an occasional sting.
The protecting color of the frog, whtchi.
lies motionless upon leaves, no doubt
deceives the most wary of Insects into
sense of security.

v

Department of the Interior, United
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
.April 30, 1920
Contest No. 3305
To James J. Nay, of Solano, N.Mex.
Ccntestee:
You. are hereby notified that
Raven Bean,

tvr

vw

111

NOTICE OF CONTEST

of Mosquero, N. M.
4

5--

PAZ VALVEKJJE,
Register,

nt

Sermon.
The fellow who is callour
feelings of others Is sure
some pretty rnw rmnrV.
Knee-Lengt- h

i
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VICTOR ROUSSEAU

Illustrations by Irwin Myers

Doran Co.)
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CHAPTER

XVI.

Dupont Remember.
Brousseau was seated In the library
of the gaudy house when a tall old
man came to the door. Be recon
noltred, recognized Captain Dupont,
and admitted .him.
Since the exposure Brousseau had
hardly left his room. He sat there,
haggard, crushed, planning, scheming
to get back that which seemed slipping
Inexorably from his grasp. Consumed
with furious hate of Hilary, he seemed
Inhibited from action by the very ve
hemence of his will.
"lie's sailing for Quebec tomorrow
evening," said the captain. "I am to
take him with a schooner load of lum
ber."
" Askew?" queried Brousseau sharp
ly.
"Yes. monsieur.

He came to me late
this afternoon. His horse was all In a
sweat He must have driven like the
devil. He told me to sail tomorrow
night whether the hold's full or
empty."

Brousseau was staggered. If Hilary
was going to Quebec Immediately, It
must be to lay those papers, which he
had sought vainly In his desk, before
the police. He saw the prison walls
closing about him. And to the great
hate be bore Hilary was added the lust
for liberty.
Lafe
He must have the papers.
Connell knew besides, but Lafe could
be laughed at, once the papers were
his own. His plan began to take shape.
If Hilary were out of the way and the
documents destroyed he could yet win
Madeleine, achieve his dream of be
coming Seigneur, his life ambition.
"Dupont," he said, "yon and I have
not always been on good terms. You
refused to break your contract with
the St. Boniface company. But I guess
you see differently now."
his fists. "I've
Dupont clenched
sworn to kill him," he whispered. "I've
held my peace. I talked with him face
to face tonight and he never knew the
devil that was sitting In my throat,
telling me to make an end."
"Can you keep that devil of yours
silent till you have him on board?"
asked Brousseau.
Dupont pulled at his tangled board
and nodded. Brousseau, watching hlra,
knew that the madness which held him
would carry hlra to the end. "Who
are your crew?" he asked.
"Drouln,
Lachance and Georges
Martin."
Two men are euough. I have two
good men for you In place of them.
Listen carefully, Dupont."
Marie, sleeping overhead, heard her
father drive up In a sleigh that night
and there was whispering at the door.
That frightened her. Another thing
that alarmed her was his way of entering. Usually he would stamp Into
the bouse, as If on board ; but now be
came In furtively, and she could hardly hear his stealthy movements below.
She wondered what was portending.
Of late he had watched her more keenly than ever, and had been more silent
She slept by starts, and awakened
at dawn to hear a stealthy step outside her door. In the dim light she
saw her father bending over her bed.
She sat np, stretching out her arms as
If to ward off something. In her confused condition between sleep and
waking she had fancied for a moment
that he held something In his hand
a knife or a revolver.
But she saw that he held nothing.

1

"You will be back before the
At last they emerged from the forriver closes. Then we shall he to est and crossed the bridge. The hum
gether here through the winter. We of the mill had ceased, and hnd been
shall be happier than In the past. And succeeded by another sound, well
we "
known to dwellers along the St. Law"The name I" be cried, seizing her rence shores when winter arrives : The
by the shoulders.
"Tell me nowl I stirring of the Ice floes as the Impendwait no longer!"
ing storm drives them together to their
The old obstinate look came on her long winter anchorage.
face. Her remorse and pity Instantly
The sleigh went madly along the
died. She compressed her Hps and wharf, which groaned and creaked as
was silent.
the Ice battered it on either side. Made"The name! Thou shalt tell me I I leine sprang from the sleigh and ran
should have beaten thee when thou on board the schooner, which was alwast a child. But I shall not beat thee ready moving.
now, for I can compel thee to tell me.
.As Marie descended to follow her
The namet The name!"
she saw that It was too late. There
She remained silent and utterly qui
was an Increasing space between the
escent, bo strong had the inhibition
wharf and the deck. She hesitated,
grown that she could not have told, and then it was Impossible to follow.
hod she been willing to do so, save For a moment she thought she saw
under the Impulse of some overpow. Madeleine threading the narrow paserlng mental shock. And, armed by sage between the piles of '.umber;
tne years, she grew calm as he grew then the darkness closed about her.
violent and her mind passed under
The pulleys creaked. The mainsail
the domination of the old habit.
and foresail swung upward and bellied
He let her go and stood beside her, In the wind;
The two gafftopsalls
pulling at his gray beard and smiling. gleamed like white birds against the
Marie had never seen her father smile night
at such a time before. And there came
Then only the sails remained. They
Into her mind an Idea which .had turned and shifted, disappearing and
never seemed possible, that some day
she might yield up her secret The
mental Inhibition of a lifetime was
breaking under the stress.
uupont strode toward the door,
stopped there, and looked back.
"I go now to the schooner," he said.
"I shall be aboard till we sail this eve
ning. If thou come 10 me before I sail
and tell me the name, I give thee bis
life, one life for another."
"What life? What other?" cried the
mered.

12

girl wildly.
He glared Into her eyes, and the
look In his own was that of a man
devil-haunte-

"Dost thou think I do not know," he
cried, "of Monsieur Askew and thee,
or that Mademoiselle has broken her
betrothal with him because of thee?"
He turned toward her with a menacing
gesture. "The name!" he thundered.
She cowered under his words, and
the name now trembled upon her lips.
But before she spoke it Dupont was
gone.
He was gone, and she was alone In
the gray of the morning, watching the
gray sea heave under a brightening
sky, as she had watched It all her Ufe.
And her father's appearance In her
room seemed unreal as a dream.
All day she watched him from the
cottage, busy about his ship, piling the
logs on deck. All day she waited,
stunned, and Incapable of action, repeating over and over in her mind her
father's words, whose meaning was
unintelligible to her. Yet St. Boniface
remained unchanged in that ruin that
had come upon her. Men laughed
noisily as they strolled from their
work at noon, children shouted at
play; the hum of the mill was a soft
undertone accompanying the horror In
her heart. It seemed incredible that
St. Boniface could know nothing, when
the whole universe was crying out
against her.
It was late in the afternoon when
she saw two figures slouch toward the
vessel. She recognized Pierre and
And In a moment she understood the meaning of their appearance.
Murder was being planned, against
Hilary, who had saved her. She
watched them go on board, paralyzed
.

with fear.
Then the power of action, returning, shattered the paralysis of will
that held her. She ran bareheaded
from the cottage, through the streets
of St. Boniface, toward the Chateau.
She must get help there ; her thoughts
turned Instinctively thither, as St.
Boniface had always turned for aid
toward Its Seigneur.
Madeleine, seated In her room, with
her memories of her dead, heard the
door bell Jangle. She went down, to
see Marie In the ball. At the sight
of the girl a feeling of repulsion, wild
and unreasonable, stiffened her, but
when she looked Into her face, she
spoke gently.

ltr she asked.
"Mademoiselle,"
"What

Is

stammered the girl,
"they are planning to kill him."

Ha Was Staring Into Her Eyes as
to Read Her Secret Thoughts.

He was staring Into her eyes, as If to
read her secret thoughts.
"Tonight I go to Quebec," said
Dupont.
"I shall be aboard all day.
I may not return."
He had said the same thing before his last voyage, and she had
g,
but Indifferent
if It were true. Now the words terrified her no less than his demeanor,
and for the first time she wondered
whether he knew of her Journey with
Pierre.
He would never believe her story.
It would have aroused all the 'd
madness In him, If he had known. Bnt
o could not know.
Tou will come back," she atan- listened,-unbelievin-

f
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"Whom?"
"Monsieur Askew, who saved me
from Pierre that day. Mademoiselle, I
have only now learned what they say
of him and me. It Is not true. And
they are going to murder him. I came
to you to save him."
"Where Is he?",
"He Is going on board tonight Per
haps he Is there now. Pierre and Le- blanc are waiting for him there" .
"Walt here I" cried Madeleine.
She ran back Into the Chateau, put
n ber coat and hat, and took a re
volver which pad lain for many years
unused In a drawer of a cabinet. She
hurried to the stable, harnessed the
horse, and brought the sleigh to the
door. She motioned to Marie to enter,
leaped In, and took the reins, and the
two girls started along"", the road

through the forest.

It was a difficult journey through
the deep snow. Often the horse flounIn the drifts, and the
dered knee-deeway seemed endless ; but near the village the snow was tramped hard, and
the sleigh went like the wind. Neither
of the girls spoke, but before the eyes
of each was the same dreadful picture,
p

shooter than to his object of aim. He
saw the horror on the girl's face as
she made the discovery.
I did not think about the cartridges," she cried. "I heard you were
In danger and I seized It and came to
you. What shall we do? I am going

to fie with you."
"We are not going to die," he an
swered. But be felt a trickle of blood
In tils eyes.
He pulled himself together to face the situation, thinking
with all the concentration of which
his mind was capable.
He heard the sails being run up, and
the creak of the cordage In the wind.
Then the schooner,
grinding
her
course through the drift ice, began to
roll and pitch as the force of the gulf
current struck her. And through the
portholes Hilary saw the lights of St,
Boniface reel Into the enwrapping fog
and vanish.
With Madeleine's arm about him he
thought with desperate concentration,
Doubtless the rulllans had gone to as
sist Dupont in taking the schooner out
Into midstream, confident that their
victim was at their mercy. Once the
vessel bad passed the dangerous Ice
and deadly sunken rocks Dupont
alone could keep her on her course,
And Dupont had planned his death.
He remembered the bate on the old
man's face; but he could not Imagine
the cause of it, for he did not connect
It with the story about Marie.
They would return, tííey would dls
cover that the revolver was useless;
his life was worth about ten minutes'
purchase, and of Madeleine's fate he
dared not think. He must fight for
her and Uve for her. He got bis shaking limbs under control.
"I'm all right," he whispered. "I've
got my plan now. Keep behind me
and be ready to help. The door's
locked, I suppose?"
'A quick attempt to open It showed
him that it was.
But be had a
chance, if he could break down the
door, for the sound might pass un
heard in the gale, with the crashing
of the ice against the sides of the
schooner, enabling him to pass into
the hold unseen In the darkness.
He hurled himself against the cabin
door, fists, shoulders, body, with every
muscle set tense. It broke upon Its
hinges, and Hilary fell, sprawling into
And Hilary Opened Hie Eyes to Dis the passage between the piles of
cover That the Vision Was Reality.
stacked lumber, which rose to a height
of twenty feet on either side of him,
appearing again eluslvely, until they running to within a few feet of the
blended with the fog and the darkness cabin and the deck ladder.
and vanished finally.
He crouched there for a few sec
The horse, left uncontrolled, swung onds, hearing Madeleine behind hlra,
round and galloped homeward, trail and looked upward. The wind was
Ing the empty sleigh behind him. Marie roaring through the rigging with a
stood shuddering at the end of the noise far louder than that made by the
wharf. For a while she stared out in falling door. No one had heard the
terror toward the Invisible schooner, crash. Above him swung the great
lost In the distance. She could see mainsail, obscuring the gibbous moon
nothing, but she could still hear the that scurred like a pale ghost among the
roar of the wind In the rigging and the drifting clouds, baloed In the fog. Hilflapping of the great sails.
ary could Just discern the hazy figPresently, with a low cry, she turned ures of three men, hard at work to
and began running homeward.
She gain the middle channel, and the lanstaggered Into the cottage and sank tern
hung from the mast above,
down before the stove, crouching
faintly Illuminating them.
there.
He had seen, but had not consciously observed, till the remembrance
When Hilary reached the wharf It came to him then, that a pile of lumwas already dark. He had been rec- ber, placed In the ship but not yet seognized by no one on the way. He cured, lay about the center of the
went straight aboard the schooner, open space In front of the cabin. It
and found Dupont on deck.
could not shift with the rolling of
"When do you start?" he asked.
the schooner, so as to destroy her equi"Immediately,
replied librium, on account of the stacks on
monsieur,"
the captain quietly.
either side. It consisted of the Inst
The schooner contained a tiny cabin load ofTogs, which had been dropped
In the forecastle. Between this and there from the end of the flume. Hilthe poop, In the open bottom, was piled ary raised two In his arms and carthe lumber, secured with chains, and ried them In front of the broken door.
stacked high above the sides.
It was impossible to make his voice
"I'm going below," said Hilary, turn- heard, for the ship was staggering
ing away. He did not want to look through the clashing Ice floes with a
upon St. Boniface again.
noise like that of artillery, but MadeHe put his foot upon the top rung leine Tsaw his purpose,-anIn an Inof the ladder that led down to the stant was at work helping him. They
forecastle. As he did so he felt a began swiftly building a barricade;
stunning blow upon the back of the and, as Madeleine deposited her logs
head. He staggered, slipped, and fell by the side of Hilary's, Hilary wedged
down the ladder Into the little open the ends against the chained stacks on
space before the cabin.
either side, so that the whole would
Half dazed, he was barely conscious form an Immovable barrier. He tolled
of seeing the grinning faces of Pierre furiously, for their scanty time was
and Leblanc stare Into bis. His over precious beyond value. Soon Madecoat was torn from his back, his pock leine was behind the barricade,
ets emptied. He waited for the knife
the logs that Hilary brought,
thrust, but only kicks followed. He and It stood the height of his waist. ,
was lifted and thrown Into the cabin.
It was Improbable that either DuThe outlaws ran back to assist Du pont, Pierre or Leblane carried a repont In getting up the sails. It was volver; but, even If they did, the barHilary fornot Brousseau's plan to dispatch him ricade was bullet-proogot his aching head, the retching nauwithin hearing of the shore.
He heard the sails being hoisted, sea. The barrier was shoulder-high- .
and felt the schooner moving from the He clambered behind it and took his
wharf. Then he heard a low cry and station there Just as the grinding of
saw Madeleine upon her knees before the floes ceased, and the schooner
caught the clear water.
him.
A ray of moonlight,
straggling
She bent her face to his, whispering
that she loved him. pleading for for- through the fog, disclosed old Dupont
giveness, and beseeching him to rise. at the wheel above the poop, and the
great mainsail sweeping over It and
And Hilary opened his eyes to distwo forms that crept along the pascover that the vision was reality.
He staggered to his feet and stood sage between the lumber piles. They
swaying In the middle of the cabin, started back In sudden consternation
while she kept her arms about him. at the sight of the unexpected barriHe knew cade, and Hilary's club, aimed at
He began to remember.
where be was now. Madeleine thrust Pierre's head, descended upon the outlaw's arm, which dropped limp at bis
the revolver into bis hand. 'They have planned to murder you 1" side.
With a yell Pierre started back, but
"I learned of It and
she cried.
brought this. You must not die, Hil- Leblanc leaped forward, knife In hand.
So sudden was the attack that It
ary, now that we love each other."
He broke the revolver.
It was drove within an Inch of Hilary's
empty, and the bore so eaten away throat Madeleine screamed, rushed
with rust that to have fired It would forward, and pulled Hilary back. As
have been mora dangerous to the Leblanc caught light oí her be uttered
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an exclamation and followed Pierre he seemed bleeding to death, and she
back Into the darkness of the lumber could only try to stanch the blood that
piles.
never stopped flowing.
Silence followed.
Suddenly there came a terrific lurch
That wait was
tense andnerve-grlpplng- .
Hilary tried of the vessel, which began to spin
to get Madeleine to return Into the crazlly in the trough of the sea. And
cabin, but she kept her place at bis above the roaring of the wind came
side. Then, to Hilary's utter surprise, the wild cries of Dupont and the exhe heard Brousseau's voice, and dis- postulations of Brousseau. The capcerned him moving out of the darktain's reason had deserted him ; he had
ness of the lumber.
abandoned the wheel to fight out his
"Monsieur Askew, I want to speak to quarrel with Hilary. V The schooner,
you!" be called. "I am coming to uncontrolled, ran sldewlse before the
you. I can trust you."
wind, and Brousseau, willing as he
Hilary returned no answer, but was to let Dupont go on his errand of
Brousseau, apparently confident Of murder, was unable to steer her. He
Hilary's honor, pushed" forward and bad handled ships before, but the
came up to the barricade.
swift
at the Juncture ot
"Ah, mademoiselle, you have done a river and gulf made the task Imposfoolish thing!" be said quietly to Mad- sible for one who did not know Intieleine. "No harm was meant to Monmately that uncharted track, far from
sieur Askew. I want those papers
the main channel, now Impassable
that's all. I heard he was coming with ice. The schooner was rolling
aboard and adopted this ruse to get heavily, huge seas were sweeping overthem. They are lies, written by a disboard, and she turned successively
charged employee, and I can't afford to half round the compass; the .wind,
be lied about. I want to clear my catching her swinging sails, began to
honor In your eyes, mademoiselle."
whirl ber round and round; and
But as neither answered him be steadily she drifted toward the pack
dropped his pose of blandness and ad Ice along the shore of the island.
dressed Hilary.
Madeleine,
working
over Hilary
"I've got more at stake than the frantically In the cabin, saw Dupont
seigniory and the asbestos mine," he and Brousseau struggling on the poop
cried.
"That's only a drop In the deck. Dupont was trying- - to force
bucket. I admit It's been a fair fight his way between the lumber piles,
between us and you've won. I didn't while Brousseau urged him back to the
want the seigniory. I wanted the fight. ;rheel. Her mind worked rapidly. Was
I'm willing to drop it now and give there any way of controlling the situyou best But I want those papers.
ation? She could see none. The moon '
"They ain't yours, Monsieur Askew. had risen high, and the mists were
Morris forged them, but you kept clearing away. Not far distant was
them, and that's why I trapped you the nearlng point of the Island, and
here. It was me stopped Dupont from the open Gulf lay beyond. Toward the
killing you, because of his daughter." Ice field the ship was hurrying with
frightful speed.
Madeleine laughed contemptuously
Madeleine saw the Ice fast on every
at the lie, and Brousseau snorted like
side.
The narrow passage behind,
a lashed horse.
water,
"I want those papers," he went on filled with black,
doggedly. "They ain't in your clothes, was closing In. She did not hesitate,
and they ain't In your bag. Give them but caught at Hilary and urged htm to
to me and we'll cry quits, and I'll put his feet. He managed to rise, with
you and Madeleine ashore at Ste, her support, and staggered at her side
Anne. I can trust you and you can toward the bulwarks.
trust me. Are you going to agree?"
She stopped, picked thefur coat
"No!" shouted Hilary.
from the shoulders of the dead outHe had had the sense that Brouslaw, and placed It about him. She
seau meditated some treachery, but he pointed toward the Ice field. Brouswas not prepared for what followed. seau was still struggling with Dupont
Madeleine cried to him and pulled near the wheel- and Dupont was
him back, Just as Pierre and Leblanc thrashing his arms and howling his
leaped down from the forecastle roof. wild paean. With the last exercise of
to which they had climbed during his strength Hilary managed to drop
Brousseau's fictitious parleying. Each to the ice.
had his knife ready,, and they were
He lay there. Madeleine crouched
upon Hilary together.
over him under the bow of the vessel,
There was no room for maneuvering,
and her last hope went out
and Hilary never knew afterward how
he escaped.
But he thrust his club
CHAPTER XVII.
Into Leblanc's face, and, then, as the
man stumbled back, brought It down
Father Luclen Arrives.
with full force upon Pierre's skull.
Father Luclen had grown very fond
All the strength of his arms went of Hilary. He did not know what to
into the blow. Pierre never spoke do. Hilary was In the woods now, and
almost inaccessible. The cure had not
even Lafe to wrangle with. His days
Moreover, the
passed In dejection.
matter of Ste. Marie bothered him.
Father Luclen had been Jeered out of
the village, and he knew that If the
bishop heard of It he would be transferred to another parish. Father Luclen loved St. Boniface, where he bad
spent all his life.
I
TX
J
He had sent to Quebec for a book on
slngle-stlcexercises, which he had
seen advertised In an old magazine.
He had become interested, and bad
fashioned a fine singlestick from a
pliant hazel bough. Father Luclen
followed the Instructions given in the
book with patient care, and with the
best results. He was very thorough
In all that he did. His muscles began
to grow, his physical Ijealth became
excellent Soon he became quite expert. It was. a sight to see the cure
practicing lunges in the seclusion of
his study, among the theological volumes ; but nobody had seen him except
his old housekeeper, and It took several minutes to convince the old lady
All the Strength of Hla Arma Went
Into the Blow. Pierre Never Spoke that her revered charge bad not gone
cross-curren-

foam-flecke- d
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Again.

suddenly Insane.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

again.

He went reeling across the
deck like an Inanimate thing, struck
the bulwark, and, as the schooner
lurched, toppled Into the sea. He was
probably dead before he disappeared
beneath the waves.

Leblanc rushed frantically toward
the barricade. Hilary was upon him
when he saw Brousseau whip out a revolver and take deliberate aim at him.
He felt the bullet clip bis cheek. Twice
more Brousseau fired. At the second
shot Hilary stumbled and fell flat In
the cabin entrance. At the third. Le
blanc, shot through the brain, whirled
round twice and collapsed In front of
'
the barrier.
Madeleine dragged Hilary within the
Blood was gushing from a
cabin.
wound In his breast. Frantically she
began to tear away the upper part of
his clothing and to endeavor to stanch
the wound. Suddenly she perceived the
little rusted revolver upon the floor.
She snatched it np and ran to see
Brousseau In the act of crossing the
barricade. She pushed It into his

Nell Qwynn.
Unlike many of the favorites of
kings, Nell Gwyn was not thrown out
of balance by the attention of royalty.
Even though her Illiteracy was of a
pronounced character In those days,
when many of a higher rank were unlettered, Nell, the orange seller of the
Theater Royal, was received in the
best London society, for her animation, humor and kindly nature seemed
to have more than overbalanced her
defects, and her many acts of charity
gained her the lasting" esteem and affection of the people. According to
Burnet and Evelyn, the last words of
Charles n were for her: "Let not poor
Nelly starve," was the dying sentence
of the monarch of England.

Earth Gives Light to Moon.
Everything reflects light more oi
less. Sun's light shining on earth is
reflected to moon, exactly as sun's
light shining on moon Is reflected to
earth to produce moonshine.
This
,
face.
"earth shine" can be observed on the
.
Brousseau cursed and dropped on the darker part of moon when conditions
far side ; Madeleine heard him running are favorable.
into the darkness. She had brought a
temporary respite. She ran back to
Won't Sweeten Coffee.
Hilary. But it was almost dark in the
"Sweet are the uses of adversity."
cabin, and there was hardly anything but we have no ww for it Boston
she could do. He was conscious, but Transcript
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Doctor tald the couldn't get well In
Illinois, but the did.

Jailed Genius .Composes Masterpieces
Colo. In the county jail
GOLDEN,
Isadora Victor, charged
with the murder of Marie Merold, his
nurse, has written more than a score
Df marvelous
compositions for the o
and vlolliv, and sis pieces, all he
submitted, have been accepted by the
3oclety for the Publication of American Music, of New York.
AVhen the trial of the twenty-three- year-ol- d
musical genius opens In Gold
en next November the story of his Infatuation for the
woman who nursed him, at the Jewish
Consumptives Relief society sanitari
um, of his months of brooding after
she transferred her affections to one
of the staff of physicians, of his jealous act of shooting her thrice through
the breast, of his being foiled in an attempt at his
and of
his artistic triumphs on two continents
will be told.
Meanwhile, the gifted young Russian Is fighting a desperate battle
against death from the white plague,
having been transferred to St. Anthony's hospital, following his lapse
to the brink of the grave as the result
of his sis months' life In a jail cell.
While behind the bars young Victor
wrote In one week the six compositions which are shortly to place his
name among the elect In the violin
world.
One piece Is dedicated to Mlscha El- -
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Western Auio
Radiator Co.

Special attention to eat
of town work.
Good second hand
BADIATOKS FOU BALK

-

Shave With Cutlcura Soap
And double your razor efficiency as
well as promote skin purity, skin comiio mug, no
fort and skin health,
slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no
Irritation even when shaved twice
dally. One soap for all uses shaving,
bathing and shampooing. Adv.

Brutal Conduct.

hlsbnnd treat her
"Yes: never elves her u
chance to find fault with him."
Mayme's

Baby's little dresses will Just simply
dazzle If Red Cross Bag Blue Is used
In the laundry. Try It and see tor yourAt all good grocers, 5c.

Sample Submitted.
Visitor Are you good at your
t mu very tiarticulur about
thp tvnv mv hair Is cut.
Village Barber Well, I'm reckoned
fairly decent; but," If you like, I'll dc
you
nnfi side of your head first so that
Brummet
can see for yoursclf.-D- er

The amazing roEW TORK.
mance of Sir. Hugo Cunliffe-Oweand a cabaret girl the divorced wife
of a song writer Is disclosed today In
connection with a suit for $500,000
against Sir Hugo. The suit was filed
some weeks ago by Marvelle C. Brice
and baffled Inquiries until records
found at Goshen, N. Y., revealed that
on November 7, 1918. Helen Oliver
Brice divorced Marvelle O. Brice. On
December 30, 1918 about sis weeks
CHI ver,
her
"Elizabeth
later-rlle- len
maiden name duly restored, became
after a trip
the bride of Cunlifie-Oweto Dudley, Mass., in the private car of
James B. Duke,' the tobacco magnate.
Service was obtained on Ounllffe-Owe- n
a few weeks ago when be and
.arrived .in New
Ludy Cunliffe-OweSir
York "for a six months' visit."
Hugo and the lady hurried back to
England.
Prior to her first marriage Lady
was Helen Mazle OlCunliffe-OwePa. In time she
Washington,
iver of
became known In Chicago cabarets
nnd eventually appeared in Broadway

boy had killed
handsome, brown-eyethe girl he loved and now stood In the
shadow of the gallows.
The defense will be temporary In
sanity. Friends have donated from
25 cents to $25 each to help Victor
fight his Illness and prepare his de--!
fense. -
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
RMnTiiDadraa-Stap(iialrrlUn-
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"Í .Beaatyto Crcrand Faded Hair
i wo.iiiid4.ootlrnTrit.
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HINDERCORNS
0..tocm-th euv,
all pain, eniuras comfurt

oufa,
to4
16c br mail or at l)ni-- (
uiIim walklnx
Slats. Mttoox Cúaiuicai Woraa, atcúuiM, tu Y.
IMS,

tVATKK tiTlLLS MA1IK OF COI'I'KB; five
and trn sallun capacity ; (20 and 130 prepaid.
No personal checka.
Combat the flu drink
Ancona Sales Company,
Untitled water.
Terlton. Oklahoma.
cara,
MPKKFKCT MOSES CORRECTED!
mallpoi pita, freckle. pimplen, pores, wrln-'de- a
removed. Addresa W. Bailey; 226 Em-o'r- e
Bldn., Denver, Colo. Stamp for literatura.

j

B. Coleman,
'Watson
Lawrer,Waahlnaun,

PATENTS

Patent

D. C. Advloaand book free.
Bates reuonabls. Highest referenoaa, üettaerrloaa,

LOOK: Great opportunity for you alther as
manufacturwr or salesman. Attractive proposition. Lester M. Oarber. Tlmberville. Va.
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THERE HE STANDS!
He belongs in this
you
Can
think of a more
Fame.
of
Hall
familiar figure? For over half a century Bull has
been part of the landscape; the tobacco he represents
has made millions and millions of friends.
cigarettes from one bag.
You can roll

GRAND

old "Bull" Durham.
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High Cost of Romance Hits Rich Briton
N

I

ON TIRES

SAVE 40

friend, whose
man, a schoolday
friendship for the slayer la proven by
a visit to his cell, when Elman played
for íiim. Another Is In honor of Albert
Spalding, the American violinist, of
whom Victor Is a great admirer.
" 'Remorse' Is my favorite," said
Victor. "It Is in the sacred style, full
of. beautiful chords. 'The Awakening'
Is In the style of Krlesler's 'Liebes-freud, but quite original. 'Autumn
Leaves' Is a characteristic descriptive
piece, a sad melody except where the
wind catches up the dead leaves and
sets them to dancing."
It was hard to Imagine that the

order, or didn't want to, and didn't
care a whoop anyway. Whereupon the
marshal took a shot and hit one of the
dogs) a little white one. John never
said a word. He picked up the little
dog and carried It out of town. He sat
watching It until It died. Then he got
up and said : "John Stink Is through
with white man," - And he has never
Come to town since.
John lives under two blankets
stretched between trees beside the flat
stone where he watched the little white
doc die. Must oí his dogs are dead

.

CO.

DENVER

1430 Blake Street
Denver, Colo.

BPOHN MEDICAL COMPANY, GOSHEN. IND.

Is
PAWHUSKA, Okla. This the
of the story of John
Stink, Osage Indian. The first chapter
jias been told far beyond the borders
of the "Osagé nation'1 how old John
many years ago was carried out of his
house to die, according to the custom
of the Osages when one of their number near his ends how he .was
Cow.
ilettd how lie was burled unHis guardian sends him a basket of
to,
came
der a pile of stones; how he
times a week. The
got out and was duuneci a gnosi oy food two or three
government agency sends him his
was
tnere;
he
how
and
his tribesmen
of the Osage oil money, and he
after an outcast, an Indian without a share
man.
tribe, dead to his own superstitious Is a rich
stands all day on the flat
he
But
flesh.
the
in
still
people, though
throwing knives.
The second chapter: John Stink was stone and practices
a
lonely after he had "died," so he spent He can kill a bird on the wing with
knife.
which,
In
Pawhuska,
Into much of his time

"Why are you lashlngTyourself
such a state of excltnient?"
"Becuuse I want to get off the beaten track."

i

It
disease by expelling the germs.
wards oft the trouble, no matter how
they are "exposed." A few drops a day
prevent those exposed irom contracting disease. Contains nothing Injuri
ous. Bold by druggists, narness aeai-er- s
60 cents
or by the manufacturers.
and J1.15 per bottle. AGENTS WANT

streets.

by local applications as they cannot reach
h. rti.aed nortion of the ear. There is
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
mrA
ha i hv a constitutional remedy.
ii.T.T.'q CATARRH MEDICINE acts
throueh the Blood on the MyCQlis Surface
t the System. Catarrhal Deafness Is
the
eaused by an Inflamed condition ofTube.
mucous lining of the Eustachian
a
you
have
Inflamed
Is
tube
this
When
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,Is and
the
Deafness
closed,
entirely
when It Is
Inflammation can be reresult. Unless the iVia
reatnreil to IIS r Or
duced and this tu
hearing may be destroyed
al condition,
-t iinv raseB of Deafness ars
TnnMfí
caused by Catarrh, which Is an lntlamea
the Mucous Surfaces. any
of
condition
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS forcannot
case of Catarrhal Deafness that
CATARRH
by HALL'8
be
cured
MEDICINE.
All Druggists 75c. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney 4 Co., Toledo, Ohio.

fl0?4P0UKD f

Give the remedy to all oí them. It acts
on the blood and glands. It routs the

though It Is the capital of the Osage
nation. Is a white man's town. John
made friends with 17 dogs that were
as lonely as he. The town marshal
notified him to keep his dogs off the

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

(Berlin).

SPOTS

Two Chapters in Life of "Dead" Indian

War Lesson.
"Sponelelgh borrowed $20 from me
this morning, but I didn't mind letting
him have the money."
"Why not?"
"I noticed that he jotted down the
amount on a scrap of paper."
"I thought It generally understood
that a scrap of paper signifies an obli
gation that won't be met."
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Have yon ever atopped to reason why
It is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten? The
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer. This
andies more particularly to a medicine,
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endleBS chain system the remedy ia
by those who have been
recommended
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druzgist Bays "Take for
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Bwamp-Root- ,
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large
aale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparatiod, the success of Dr
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Bwamp-Roo- t
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urv
nary troubles and neutralizes the uno
acid which causes rheumatism.
Yon may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
paper. Large and medium size bottlea
tor aale at all drug stores. Adv.
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Unique Specimens.
"The only thing," solemnly said Professor Tate, "that walks back from
the tomb with the mourners and refuses to be burled Is character."
"Just so!" replied Festus Pester.
"And the only thing that comes back
from the cemetery giggling and on the
dead runJs the rickety old widower
heel mar
who figures on
rying again." Kansas City Star.

Naturally.
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restores healthy, natural bowel action,
doing away with all need of pills and
physics. It promotes appetite and quickly
puts the digestive organs In shape to
food. As a builder of flesh and
strength Milks Emulsion la strongly recommended to those whom sickness has
weakened, and Is a powerful aid In resisting and repairing the effects of wasting diseases. Chronic stomach trouble
and constipation are promptly relieved
usually In on day.
This Is the only solid emulsion made,
and so palatable that It Is eaten with a
spoon like Ice .cream. Truly wonderful
for weak, sickly children.
No matter how severe your case, you
are urged to try Milks Emulsion under
this guarantee Take six bottles home
with you, use It according to directions,
and If nof satisfied with the results your
money will be promptly refunded. Price
Wc and (1.20 per bottle. The Milks Emulsion Co., Terre Haute, Ind. Sold by druggists everywhere. Adv.
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for nineteen years. The name
Always say "Bayer" when buy- The next day Mr. and Mrs. Brunk
true,
the
"Bayer"
insane
called together at the office of George
l
Aspirin, proved safe by safety "Barer Cross" en the Pack- B. Dolsen and signed an agreement
millions of people.
upon the terms of their separation. The
age and on the tableta.
Each unbroken Backers of
paper real that Mrs. Brunk should
Handy tin boxea of twelve tab- - X
"Bayer Tablets of Aeplrln" eontake their youngest son, Gifford, and
cost out a lew oenis. iruj- teta
fVll
-l
go to live with her bachelor brother,
" "
i
Earache,
Headache, Toothache,
John Battle of Pensacola, Fia.
Her husband was to pay her $2,000
Aspirin is trade ara of Bsyer Vtaufsetars Monoee.tkadd.ater .1 SslMyueeeM 4
$1,500 to be raised by placing a
mortgage on the Brunk homestead and
$500 In cash at once. N.
A selected
Its Claaa.
An Inducement.
L IVERPOOL.
After signing the agreement the
"Jury" of three neighbors has de
"What steed do you suppose was
'The prices In this fashionable res
home,
Brunk
to
couple
returned
the
cided that Rev. VV. V. Brunk, pastor
most popular In the days of chivalry?'
taurant are very steep."
)f the First Methodist church, and his where Mrs. Brunk prepared the sup
"It must have been a knlght-mure.- "
many
climb
so
Is
why
Maybe
that
per. She straightened up their little
wife, whom he married twenty-twseen
here."
ers are to be
years ago, shall separate. As was home and then left on the midnight
If a man will stand being petted
son
any
igreed before they selected the jury train, accompanied by her little
$14 a pair can't seem to his wife has no earthly use for
Shoes
at
pet
the pastor and his wife signed the and her brother.
animal.
other
gaiters.
bring
back
"I believe that our neighbors arüecislon and have separated.
at
least
right
decision
the
rived
at
parlor
place
the
in
The hearing took
It Is easier to start a rumor than Anything worth having Is worth
working for.
tf the clergyman's home. While the for the time being," says Reverend ft 1s to head it oft.
Mr. Brunk. "It Is probably the best
three children of the Brunk family
and most sensible way out of misun
Lillian, twenty, a sophomore at Syraderstandings."
Then he went on cook
cuse, university ; Alfred, sixteen, a student In high school, and Gilford, seven, ing bis dinner.
"There Is one thing I would like
waited In the dining room, Reverend
In all casea of
'
and Mrs. Brunlctold their stories. First to be understood," said the son. "That
of
DISTEMPER, PINKEYE
they were questioned separately and Is that therejs not one breath
scandal on either side. I believe they INFLUENZA, COLDS, ETC.
then a joint hearing was held.
Then the neighbors deliberated alone will be back together soon thj?y are
ot all horses, brood marea, colta
and pronounced their decision: That very fond of each other."
and stallions Is to
Mr.
Brunk
beReverend
During
war
the
time
the couple would be for the
"SPGHN THEM"
served with the Y. M. C. A. In France.
ing, at least better oft apart.
on the tnneue or In the feed with

the work for thousands of others.
Milks Emulsion-- Is
a pleasant, nutritive food and a corrective medicine. It

If You Need

X
J. Aanirin

--

High grade lines of low depreciation.
HGER-GQF-

t&troáuced by "Bayer" to Physician la 1S0O

Jury of Neighbors." "Divorce" Pastor

IK

Graham

'

a very bad

cough for two years,
II the time, day and night
Could aleep
but littla. 1 tried everything but got
no relief. Finally my doctor laid ht
could do no more for me, that I had bet.
ter go to Denver, ai I couldn't Uve In
Illinois.
Then I tried Mllka Emulsion.
From the very first It helped me. By the
time 1 had taken It bottles my cough left
me entirely. 1 have gained In strength
and fleah and am now In perfect health."
-- Mrs. Alice M. Huntley, 182 Mo. Pear)
.
. .
6t.. Galesburg. III.
Build up your system and give It
chance to fight off disease. Mllka Emulsion costs nothing to try and It has dont
T had

I

HERGES

MITCHELL

ASPIRIN

EREDTO DEIlVEii

'OH t3uremeei

cabarets.
In moving

She also filled minor roles
picture productions.

She was eighteen when she married
Marvelle Cooper Brice, also known
as Stewart Melly Brice Jr., adopted
reember of the Brice family, known for
two generations In New York and NeW- nort society. There Is no record of
their family life until Just prscedlng
the divorce in 1918.
Then followed In six weeks the mar
Reports asriage In Massachusetts.
serted the bridegroom's, gifts.' to his
bride Included a check for $1,000,000
and a necklace of pearls valued at
$50,000.

HU. paper you
can roll the best "Bull"
Durham cigarettes.

With

'

I

Si'

cjr

i

THE

Continued from page

Saturday Special

!

Total Expenses
Less outstanding war

Balance Cash in Bank

300
301
302
303
295

Don't forget to see "BROKEN
BLOSSOMS',

which will be
given under the auspices of the
AMEÉICAN LEGION at the
Roy Theatre next Wednesday
" BROKEN BLOSevening.
is
seven reel feature
a
SOMS"
is
made
and
from the story of
the "London Slums" written by
Tom Burke.
The picture is wonderfully
true to life and the action of Mr.
Griffith has directed it so true to
life that it causes any one who
sees the picture to forget that
they are watching an enacted
portrayal of the story but rather
ma'es them feel they are witnessing the actual accurrenee.
This famous picture has been
shown at all the large theatres
at two to three dollars admission
but you can see it next Wednesday evening for thirty and fifty-fiv- e
cents. Adv.

The
is remembered by Miss
Thelma Cochrane, of Mills, who graduates from the High School Department of the State Normal School at
La3 Vegas this year. The exercises
will be May 27th and the invitations
and program are most attractive besides being done in the highest class
.
of the printers art.
We are proud of Miss Thelma as
Mills can be. She was a pupil in the
Roy;Subools for several years and we
irongraitilate her in the fact that she
is prepared to enter into the duties
of citizenship at this time when'
women have political equality, as well
ss mental and moral superiority which
tni'y nave always had
S--

Miss Adrian
Noe Trujillo
R. Lopez
R. Lopez
O. O. Graham
E. Grazelochowski

Our you still eating stale bread?

288

Total

How Egyptians Make Fir.
The question of ho the Egyptians
made fire was one that often exercised
archeologlsls.
No representation of
the process existed on the Monuments,
nor does the nation appear to have
'attached any religious significance 10"
the origin of fire. The question wits
settled by the discovery at Kohun of
a regular bow drill for making Are, together with several sticks showing the
burnt holes caused by fire drilling.
National Geographic Society Bulletin.

Clerk.

six-inc-

J

lili
V

Eat more of it. "

Cheap and Pretty Home.
Ona of the most Interesting exhibits

mads
op of stirring exploits and exciting
events. It is not the West of Bret
Harts, but of a later day recent
times when the cattlemen and sheep
raisers made common cause against,
each other and started a policy of
extermination.

at the British Dairy association sbowl
cottage, complete,
was a' four-roowith large entrance hall, carriage paid

to the uenrest freight station, priced
The house Is wade of asbefit $875.
stoso compound of asbestos and
and the manufacturers describe
ft as "weirtlior-proof- ,
rntprouf and
danippnvof."
A charming lifffe week- end cottage of two rooms Is offered

William FJacLeod

naine

nt

at

$375.

Oliver Chilled Plow Co's Implements
also the Emerson Brantingham line.
Great Western Cream Seperators
WINONA FARM WAUONSv
Pifffipingng Engines, Deep-WePumps,
Oris,'
Auto
Self-Oilin-

Wind-Mill-

g
Stock-Tank-

ll

Oscar A. Bailey, of Phoenix, Ari
zona, was here this 'week and placed
the agency for the Home Insurance
Co., Of New York, with the Bank of
Roy. lie is general agent for New
Mexico and Arizona.

'

-

s,
Well-Casing-

s,

no- - other.
He wrilea of it with a high natural
ability afncf a long experience during
which he has turned out many novels, novelettes, short stories and serials. This one visualizes roost happily, in a setting of adventuTi the
virile types of the great plains. All
of them, good and bad, are there.
His hero and heroine meet under
unusual circumstances, for the- former has a rope around his neck and
is about to be lynched. She saves
Iiim. He is no better than he should
Be, but he rapidly improves; eventu-H- y
you grow to lovw Curly FlanxJrau
just as Kate did. W shall not spoil
the story for you by revealing more.
Watch for it It Is

knoWJ his West as perhaps

s,

.

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

c.
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Long life and low
nmsí ire two
fratltrc9 of
the Rumely OilPull.
Many of the first Oil- - i
Pulla built, over eleven I
years ago, are still work- - ;
ing as satisfactorily and
economically 'as when

iJSii.

-t

-

-

jVgi

12-2-

v.

i

ji

p

irmrrtil

It's Easy to Take Care of an Avery
Anyoiie who

1

owns-- a

aistomoble or an

on&ary Tractor

expensive troubles issfeking up the wear oic

V

J;

knewtfg

that one of the most difficult stíé '

crankshaft bearings.

6h

new exclusive feature; that solves all crankshaft bearing adjustment'
There are oni two
m yerv Tracer crankshaft andlSbey are adjustable
from the outside. All you have to do to adjust the bearings is merely take
wrench, turn two
and the job is completed. No time lost. No expense for an expert.
No toaring down the Tractor to tighten the main bearings. This is a patented Avery feature and
AverV-Tractor-

--

I

4

have-a- -

s

MixuvV

double.

ah-wu.-

.,

set-screw- s

new. "Old Number

One," the first OilPull,
has cost its owner but
$200 for repairs in eleven
years.
The OilPull is built
in four sizes
0
and
0
H. P.

x

'tí

.

y

'

,i

aSIA

1.at

20-4-

la a splendid western' story

Rumor has it that the wives of some
"lodge-friendare planning an organization of some kind. The news
sounds creepy to some of us.

Tractor
Not Last

16-3- 0,

and Straight

STOVES and RANGES

Henry Fair was called to Raton
Monday on Court business. Next week
he has to go to La3 Veeas on another
Court matter, alt for other people. This
Court thing is keeping a mighty good
farmer in the ranks of the
Kcdak Films Develoned. Prints. Fin ing of late, as he recently had to spend
iahing, all assistance to the amateur a week at Tucumcai'i attending a trial
by skilled artists, at my studio in Roy
New Mexico.
L. E. DEUBLER.
BLACK AMBER
ÁÑE SEED for
sale, 2V4 ct3 per pound, at our farm
O. T. Nelson, father of Mrs. Jim 8 miles North 2 east of Roy.
FREEMAN BROS.
Christman and Mrs. Hugh Mitchell
left last week for New York where
he will live and try to be contented
Elmer Boulware has" returned from
He has too much of the true western Florida. He don't like it' there at all
G. Kitchell returned home Tuesday soirit to ever be satisfied back in the and after visit at the parental R. W.
irom Olonetla where he has been sev- east where the sky-lin- e
doesn't have Boulware home, he will go back to hia
eral weeks building for F. E. Epps.
old job at the Dawson Garage.
room under it for fresh air.

ff- -

Crcolíecl 'Frails

ROY

'BREAD is your best food.

$1521.07

It has been decided by the new
board of Village Trustees to have Mr.
Bagwell try shooting the town Well
in an effort to get the lost bit out of
the way and complete the well to the
depth of 1000 feet or more. A heavy
charge of dynamite will be set off
in the bottom and
h
casing will
be put down past the lost bit and the
well drilled on.
It has been a tediou3, and heart
breaking, job and we admire the trait
in Mr. Bagwell that makes Kim hang
on and the appreciation of the Trustees that makes them back him in it.

S--

Why nQt fresh bread?

Foster Block

MRS. NELLY WÍLLCOX,
Vice President
R. Lopez,

at our fountain, try us.

Geo M. Lewis, Proprietor

3.50
166.65

O. O. Graham

FOR SALE- :- HHP. Gasoline
Engine, just the thing for your
pump and separator. $20.00
'
office.
At the

IDEAL
Bakery & Confectionery

14.90
80.25

297 RoyTradingCo.12-19-1- 9
278 Vicente Martinez

.

Marietta Stanley Toilet Articles

100.00
100.00
45.00
6.00
8.80
14.90

'3-20--

Trolley Ambulance.
city uses n trolley car
ambulance to transport patients to and
from hospitals In its suburbs.

and Mason's Candies, Nobility box chocolates
but, they are not all box, they contain fine
boxe3
fancy
in
you want good chocolates see us.
When
chocolates.
We give the best service in town

ss

A Brazilian

REMEM- -

Loose-Wile- s

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
166.65
100.00
100.00

Eula Hanna
Leonora Bryant
Fannie Blevins
O. O. Graham
Lenora Bryant
298. Eula Hanna 299 E. Grazelochowski

296

nal Insurance," headquarters Dallas,
' Texas. Roy's pretty well stocked with
Fraternal organizations already but
there is always room for one more.

840.91

281
282
295
296
297

Floersheim Mercantile Go.
Roy,
N.M.

D. D. Wimberly, of Las Vegas was
"in town this week attempting to organize a lodge of "The Praetorians,"
otherwise known as "Scientific Frater-

and most everything in bakery goods.
BER WE SELL FKESll 13KEAL.

10-6--

f

Sheriff Guy R. Williams of Fulton
county, Illinois, in a letter dated
March 30, 1920, says: "I wish to say
first that I am not and never have
been considered a radical dry. My
average number of prisoners for the
year 1919 was 25. This year, 1920,
the average is 3 and to my best knowledge and belief it is entirely due to
Prohibition. I am basing my opinion
n my experience as an officer of the
law for the past twelve years in, dealing with crime in all its phases. I
am not narrow-minde- d
and personally
care not if it is wet or dry but for
the good of mankind it is the greatest
thing that ever happened in this

PIES, CAKES

OUTSTANDING WARRANTS
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 33
m pni m toon
No. To Whom Payable Date Amount
250 R. B. Carr
1.00
251
Roy Trading Co.
2.00
268 O. O. Graham
166.65
269 O. O. Graham
46.27
275 Noe Trujillo
45.00
277 W.A.Chambers
4.50
280 E. Grazelochowski

Not over 7 bars to any one porson.

See-Mi-

BREAD

1,521.07
16,723.44

55c. lb. 45c. pr.lb.
21bs. for 85c
Coffee,
Goblin Toilet Soap, v 5c. a Bar
7 bars for 35c

PROHIBITION GREATEST EVENT
IN HISTORY. .,1- ,-

--

$18,244.51

rants

Morado

WANTED; Farmer to put in 100
acres on sod crop at once.
Inez Cate, Solano, N. M.

1

Sale'Price

Regular Price

SPANISH-AMERICA-

found only on Avery Tractors.

-

Avery Tractors Have Many Exclusive Features
' Avery's
Transmission,
ae the Tractors with the "Draft Horse" Motor and the "Direct-Drive- "
They are equiped with patented renewable inner cylinder walls, removeable heads, gasifiers that
turn kerosene or distillate into gas and burn it all, adjustable main bearings, and many other exclusive features. Come in and learn all about the wonderful Avery Line of Tractors, six si2os,
to
H. ?,K all built alike with the same standardized design.

0,

30-6-

6

m

MííP

40-8- 0

IIP'

BERT Y G ARAGE
Roy, New Mexico
repauingor rebuilding, bring it to u, if it wont run
If your gas or steam tractor reeds
With 20 years of factory andrepa.r shop experience on
we'll make it run, that's our busings,
shop equipped with
autos and all kinds of repair work, and with ovmew
i
j
.'Slcam anu M wt.r,.
in bringing your repa.r work to us, and be .assur
nnd n to date machinery, you may feel safe

3--3
7

W

-

class shape.
ed that when you get it, it will be in frst
and recharging- Fuly equipbod for storage battery repairing
in stock.

'

New U. S. L.

hattenes earned

Anderson Machine Works.

Auto and Tractor Repair Shops. Roy, N.M.
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